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SMALL INTESTINE 

The Natural-Cure 
 

 
 The function of the small intestine is one of the most important for life. This is where 
the major absorption of nutrients takes place. Clinical medicine provides us with insufficient 
information concerning functional disturbances in this nutritionally vital portion of the 
digestive system. A good appetite and regular bowel movements do not guarantee that 
everything is in proper working order. 
 
 A liver two or three times its normally seen size, is clinically considered to be 
unhealthy. Similarly, a greatly enlarged spleen, or a heart or lungs -- or any other organ 
whose volume is significantly greater than average - would be regarded as ailing and usually 
not fully functional. Oddly enough, this criterion does not apply to the abdomen. We use 
terms like "partly" or "good-looking" to refer to a person who shoves a drum-shaped belly 
around in front of him, or whose pot-belly hangs down over his belt. People resist the insight 
that in these cases the small intestine is severely disturbed functionally. Bacterial 
decomposition processes predominate over natural fermentative digestion, which leads 
inevitably to poor nutrition, since nutritional value is significantly affected by the kind of 
break-down that takes place in the intestine. Even highly nutritious foods won't restore the 
balance. Therefore, a slender, shapely abdomen is not just a standard of beauty: one should 
keep in mind that deviations from the ideal indicate reduced functionality of the intestines and 
poor nutrition, which of course detrimentally alters whatever is eaten. 
 
 The common fixation on the "average" as a standard, distorts our ideas about health. 
Dr. Nelson diagnostics, which are oriented to the ideal as a standard, demonstrate the 
frequency of hidden intestinal damage. Sedentary lifestyles and bad eating habits, but above 
all, continuous excessive demands on the digestive organs, impair small intestine 
performance and thus promote pathological bacterial decomposition of the chyme. The 
irritants thereby produced simply cause the intestine to be even more overtaxed, and the 
secretion of digestive juices is reduced. This gives rise to a vicious cycle: decomposition 
processes increasingly suppress fermentative breakdowns of the chyme, the small intestine 
becomes broad and slack in its longer sections, and digestive juices are produced in 
insufficient quantities, resulting in poor nutrition. 1-11 the level is high enough for long 
enough, then the pollutants - taken up by the intestinal villi - can only be partially neutralized 
by the liver. Often, considerable amounts of, these contaminants reach the organs via the 
blood stream, and cause damage or undermine their resistance. 
 
The therapeutic procedures of Dr. Nelson deviate in many respects from current orthodoxy. 
Three principles, which overlap and complement each other, bring about a thorough 
intestinal rehabilitation -namely, protection, cleansing, and training. Of these principles, 
Protection plays an especially important role. The most extreme protective measure is an 
absolute fast, that is, no food at all - though this should only be done on an inpatient basis 
(stationary cure). The patient gets only herb tea three times a day, and plenty of water, in 
order to speed up fluid exchange and to maintain mineral balance. We do not use fruit juices, 
since these tend to ferment, which works against the protective principle. Fasting gives the 
intestines an ideal opportunity to process and excrete built-up residues. The stomach and 
small intestine, our central assimilation and primary digestive organs, can rid themselves of 
their contents, thereby fulfilling the most important prerequisite for a healing alleviation: now 
they can rest and recover, and their deadened sensory organs, whose job it is to inform the 
intestinal muscles and glands about their workload, can again regenerate themselves. 
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 With proper orientation of the patient on the part of the physician, hunger pangs only 
appear for a short time during the first few days, and usually vanish quickly after a cup of 
herb tea or a glass of water. 
 
 During the second phase of dieting [or the first phase for outpatient and office visit 
cures], the patient is given a quarter liter of milk in the morning and at noon - which, however, 
is not drunk in the usual manner, but rather must be thoroughly mixed with saliva in the 
mouth as follows: a bite of stale, well dried roll or similar slice of white bread is first chewed 
until it becomes a watery mash in the mouth, sweet to the taste and well soaked with saliva. 
Only then is the milk added, a teaspoonful at a time, and thoroughly mixed with the bread 
mash in the mouth before it is swallowed. In this way, the milk is broken down while still in 
the mouth and thus hardly burdens the stomach and intestine at all. Additionally, intensive 
chewing optimally activates the sense of taste, which is of prime importance for the 
regulation of digestive juice production and of gastrointestinal motoricity. Instruction in proper 
chewing is an important part of the therapy. In this second dietary phase, only herb tea-is 
served in the evening. 
 
 The milk-and-roll diet (morning and noon one quarter liter of milk and a dried roll) 
amounts to a daily caloric intake of about six hundred calories, which - just as in the fasting 
diet - forces the body to nourish itself from its own reserves. This cleans out, first, the 
congested intestinal segments, then stored nutritional reserves in the connective tissue, and 
at the same time begins a cellular molting or cleansing, whereby a strong impetus to 
regeneration is given. It is not just to promote asceticism that all the world religions prescribe 
a period of fasting. 
 
 A Natural-Cure is therefore indicated not just for those who are overweight or for 
purposes of losing weight: it serves above all to relieve the body of built-up pollutants, not 
only in the intestine, but in all tissues. This promotes the healing process in undreamt-of 
ways. Later on in the cure, the diet is augmented with a little cottage cheese, occasionally a 
soft-boiled egg, or if necessary some thin oat gruel. One or two light diet meals are served at 
the end of the treatment. 
 
Dr. Nelson protective approach stands in opposition to the current trend, which adds 
indigestible bulk fiber to the food. Even if fiber-rich food eliminates many of the symptoms, 
especially the constipation so prevalent these days, it still does not address the underlying 
problem. When the sensors in the intestinal wall are deadened as a result of continual 
overexertion, then they cannot adequately perform their task of arousing the intestinal 
muscles and glands to activity. Crude stimuli such as dietary roughage, and so on, may 
indeed incite the ailing functions to activity, but biologically speaking - they just make matters 
worse. One can only speak of healing when the sensory organs have regained their original 
sensitiveness, but that is only possible with appropriate protection. Consider the infant's milk 
diet, which contains virtually no roughage or stimulant substances. The infant's sensors are 
as yet undamaged, and can maintain intestinal activity without recourse to intense 
stimulation. 
 
 A Natural-Cure is first and foremost an outstanding prophylactic measure, which 
strengthens the immune response by lowering the overall stress level. An analogy should 
make this point clear: if empty, a vat can take in large quantities. Effluent can stream in from 
all sides, but outside the vat, the filling process is not noticeable. However, when the Vat is 
full to the brim, then just a little is enough to cause it to overflow, flooding its immediate 
environment. The body is no different: its powers of resistance are capable of absorbing 
impressive amounts of various stresses and abuses. For a while, there are no visible or 
perceptible signs of illness at all. But if it is continually taking on further stress, then the day 
will come, when all its defensive capabilities are fully engaged - and now the smallest 
additional burden will be enough to make one sick, with an ailment that seems to come out of 
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complete health. But the guilty party is not only the most recent stress - a contagious disease 
brought on by a trivial infection or a chill, a heart attack or colic by anger or excitement, 
lumbago by a draft or a sudden movement, or whatever else - but rather, mainly the fact that 
our defensive capabilities were already taxed to their limits. Our stress reserves were simply 
exhausted. When our stress reserves are reduced we enter the precursor stage of illness, 
and are susceptible to ailments of all sorts, without actually being sick. In order to 
successfully prevent illnesses, we have to strive to get out of this precursor stage by 
reducing vitality-sapping stresses as much as possible; only then will we have a significantly 
broader basis for health. 
 
 Our Therapy intestinal rehabilitation lowers our body's stress level drastically. By 
means of it, we: 
 
1.) reduce pollutants - that is - the fermentation and decay products which form continually 

in overtaxed intestines; and, 
 
2.) improve intestinal and hepatic elimination. The liver and intestines are important 

excretory organs. Steady overtaxing of the intestines reduces elimination, and the 
concentration gradient of metabolic waste products between the cells and the 
excretory organs flattens out considerably. The result is a congestive build-up of 
waste products, which has a deleterious effect on all organs: in the brain it shows 
up as inability to concentrate, ' chronic fatigue and depressions; in the muscles 
and joints, as rheumatic ailments, myogelosis, arthritis and arthrosis; the glands 
degenerate, cardiac and vascular diseases arise, etc. 

 
 After intestinal rehabilitation, when intestines and liver are again able to perform their 
excretory function without hindrance, a steep concentration gradient is established, and 
metabolic waste products are swiftly eliminated. The broad stress reserves thereby 
established, strengthen our powers of resistance against all kinds of illnesses. 
 
 Spectacular interventions, such as open-heart surgery and organ transplants, lead us 
to forget that these would in many cases not ' even have been necessary if we hadn't 
woefully neglected the required preventive measures. A person's health is determined by 
medical intervention only in isolated cases; mainly, it depends on his behavior, his nutrition 
and his environment. It is a fact that hedonism and gluttony are the archenemies of our 
health. What we need is not more medicines and machines, but more biological empathy and 
the willingness to make many sacrifices for our health's sake. 
 
 In the face of sharply escalating medical costs, it seems to be high time to reconsider 
critically the entire spectrum of our customary therapeutic_ measures. Healthiness thus won 
will always be fragile, so long as the patient is unwilling to participate actively in the healing 
process. It is all too seldom taken into consideration that illness is largely the result of an 
unhealthy lifestyle, that - besides sedentary ways, alcohol and nicotine abuse - it is chiefly 
our eating habits which pave the way for many illnesses. It seems imperative, therefore, to 
convey these insights to the patients and to motivate them to discard their unhealthy habits. 
The therapeutic value of a Natural-Cure does not consist merely of intestinal rehabilitation: 
its. educational significance in terms of the patient's responsibility for his own health should 
not be underrated. The necessity of reducing costs sharpens the will to make sacrifices for 
health's sake and to accept the necessity of doing without in some cases. Proper 
psychological preparation by the physician can lead to the realization that health cannot be 
bought, but that it can be maintained - or regained - by dint of self-discipline and renunciation 
of many a favorite habit. 
 
 Therefore, every physician who concerns himself with Natural-Cures must also know 
how to equip his patients with the mental tools needed to stick it out during the cure, but 
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above all for appropriate behavior afterwards. The cure should not be a mere episode, but 
rather a turning-point which introduces a fundamental modification of eating and living habits. 
Habits such as proper chewing and careful tasting of the food should -become self evident. 
Only that way will the feeling of satiety set in at the right time and last for a while, so that 
overeating and ensuing poor digestion are avoided. 'In this manner, the sense of taste is 
refined, which can then better fulfill its important role as regulator and selector of food intake. 
However, one should strive to maintain a rational balance, a happy medium, avoid fanaticism 
and be tolerant even of oneself. Moderation is better than obsessive, neurotic avoidance. 
 
 Besides all dietetic measures, an overall fostering of health should always be 
undertaken. Light gymnastics and moderate sport, appropriate breathing exercises and 
gentle Kneipp applications (hydrotherapy) - as well as Quantum Xrroid C.I. Training and a 
positive mental attitude - are significant aids to achieving lasting results from a cure. 
 
 Almost all of today's customary healing methods take far too little cognizance of the 
fact that the desire to be healthy is a potent healing factor. We will only make decisive 
medical progress - even regards the cost factor - when the realization becomes widespread 
that health is a task which we have to attend to every day. 
 
 
 You add a teaspoon of milk to it, mix it up in your mouth and only then swallow it. 
When you mix the milk with it, the carbohydrates are reduced. When you mix the milk in the 
mouth, the carbohydrates of the milk are reduced through the ferments of the saliva. I want 
to repeat that to make sure it is clear. There are many people who gobble down the milk as if 
it were beer. Then the milk meets the acid of the stomach and makes a lump. So the milk 
should only be swallowed when it has previously been mixed with the saliva. This is very 
fundamental for-the cure. In this manner, the chewing and the adding of the teaspoon of milk 
just before swallowing, you continue eating until you are satisfied-satiated and you are full. 
The milk is heated, but not overly heated, just warmed so as not to disturb the milk. Q: Type 
of milk? Not homogenized, only pasteurized. A: The more natural the milk the better. This is 
normally a question of what is available-what you can get from your local dairy. Raw milk of 
good quality is alright. 
 
 The quantity of what one should eat isn't something that you prescribe for your 
patients. They eat as much as they want. But once they feel they have had enough and there 
is still a little bit of milk left in the cup, you don't gobble the rest up, you just let it sit and leave 
it., Many people are used to eating everything on the plate -and drinking everything that is 
set there-but in this cure, leave it! What you don't take spoon-wise, you leave. 
 
 If you don't get enough in the first place you can order another roll or more milk, but 
the moment you feel satiated, stop. The moments you feel full STOP! You'll actually come to 
wonder at just how little a person can get by with. You can, if you want, also have malt coffee 
with the milk-ersatz coffee. It has an advantage in that it attenuates the milk and as a result 
the milk is easier to digest. It's up to you whether you want milk and rolls or milk and the malt 
coffee with your rolls-and for those who may need it, there are still a few foodstuffs that can 
be taken. We'll speak about this later in detail. For the time being it's good if you do it as 
much as possible with the milk and the roll, with or without the malt coffee. 
 
 And now to the program for the next few days. I suggest you get up at 7:00 A.M. 
tomorrow. and come directly down here. At 7:00 you get "Natural Digestive Salts" in water to 
drink. As you drink, make some movement, some motion. It is especially good to make some 
movement after you drink it. There are a number of possibilities here. Starting right at the 
Park Hotel [Igls, Austria], there is a little walk that takes a half an hour, or you might want to 
do some jogging or swimming. On the third floor of this hotel is a nice swimming pool at 38' 
C. Maybe among yourselves we might want to arrange little groups, a swimming group, a 
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jogging group and a hiking group. That is up to you. I only can recommend after taking the 
"Natural Digestive Salts" solution to do half an hour of movement. After that you' can go to 
your -room, dress yourself and do your toilet routine. 
 
 From 8:00 A.M. on there is breakfast. We start class sharp at 9:00 with this course. 
That long time between breakfast and the start of the course is important-it has been shown 
through research, and from experience we know this. First of all, to take your time and eat 
slowly; and secondly, for the effective action of the "Natural Digestive Salts". If we started 
earlier with the course, you would all be running away to the toilet during the lecture. No one 
has to excuse themselves, however, if they have to leave the room during the course. That's 
the actual working of the cure. Then the course will be going until 12:00 or 12:30; it varies on 
different days. After that you lay down and rest with a warm heat application. You all will get 
a hot water bottle. Put hot water into it, take a towel, dip it into warm water and wring it out, 
and place it over your stomach area. This is your rest period before lunch, and you do it with 
the hot water bottle on you. 
 
 From one o'clock, milk, rolls and the malt coffee--unless someone has special 
problems, then it's individualized. During the day drink copious quantities and it's for sure 
very good if in the afternoon you also do some motion, some activity. We recommend before 
you eat to lay down and -relax with warmth on the, abdomen, and after the meal, then the 
motion and activity. 
 
 The afternoon sessions are individually different. From six o'clock on is -:-7c-L:ir 
evening tea. This particular tea with e. little honey in it. You put a teaspoon of honey into the 
tea and stir to dissolve it. Eat the tea with the honey by spoonfuls. Only then will you achieve 
satiation from it. You can if, you wish have one roll -with the tea or a little slice of orange, or 
lemon juice which you can also put into the tea. There are some who take the honey by the 
spoonful and eat it direct. This is a very gross error in the cure. The honey has to be 
dissolved and taken only by spoonfuls in solution with the tea. It sometimes sounds a little 
funny when you go into this kind of detail. But only if the details are carried out exactly. will 
you achieve the sensation of satiation and will you get the results of the cure. All one has to 
do is be a little bit sloppy in approaching the cure and the results of it won't be achieved. The 
devil hides in these details. 
 
 It will be your assignment to pass this information on to your patients and only be done 
correctly if one has properly done it themselves once. It's only this self-experience of it that 
gives you the ability to properly inform your ants. 
 
 There is another important chapter we have to cover today yet. When the digestive tract 
is sluggish at the beginning of the cure you could get some strong reactions are residual 
materials in the intestines that are being activated and released. As a result more of these 
toxins get into the blood stream-the toxic level in the blood is, raised very high and as a result 
you could get a strong intoxication. This is not dangerous as they are your own body's toxic 
materials but of course, you experience the reaction at your weakest point. For example: 
migraines, headaches, dizziness, vertigo, and so on. On the psychological level, depression 
or aggressive behavior. Still others concerning the intestinal tract, with nausea, vomiting, etc. 
But this is harmless. 
 
 It is important that one constantly drink lots of fluid. Only through drinking are you 
able to flush the toxins from the system. It's good with these kinds of sluggish people to give 
them a second shot of the "Natural Digestive Salts". This afternoon we can discuss if some of 
you have severe reactions, and what we can do for them. Please don't be afraid. These 
reactions will disappear within a few days. These are the most important aspects of our 
'before lunch' session. Now he needs to have the passbooks of those who are not going to 
do the normal diet. Q: Can we eat normally since today is different? After we eat today, we're 
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SU-P-Posed to be active? A: Yes, go for a walk, play golf, etc. Just remember the course 
starts again at four o'clock. It will take you a while to eat. 
 
 (After lunch.) As I watched I could see there were a few of you who did not eat 
correctly. This is so important that I have to repeat it-I have to insist upon it. If the patient 
doesn't eat correctly on the, first day and you don't check it on the first day, then throughout 
the rest -of the entire cure they will be doing it incorrectly. 
 The first question to ask the patient when they come for a check-up is "How did you 
eat"? They then have to explain to you absolutely correctly, exactly how they ate. Then we 
will hear from fifty percent of them that they didn't take the milk correctly, they drank it instead 
of eating it from the spoon. The minute there is a premature swallow, the patient won't 
become satiated-they get hungry earlier and then the mistakes start to occur. It's extremely 
important that this is done correctly. I noticed some of you taking sips of the milk. Once 
you've taken sips you don't have the correct dosage of it, which can only be obtained if you 
use a spoon. 
 
 To make- it quite clear to you, I would like to explain to you what the child does on the 
mother's breast. It sucks in the milk, and through the suction, the saliva of the infant joins 
itself to the milk. Because of this, in the process the milk in the baby's mouth is mixed with 
saliva, and only after that does the baby swallow. So the small baby gets into his stomach 
only milk that already has been mixed with saliva. When we do a fasting cure. we take them 
back into a childhood stage. We can't offer our patient a mother's breast, so instead he gets 
the rolls. Because through chewing the rolls there is production of saliva. And when one 
takes a single teaspoon of milk, a mixing of the milk and saliva occurs. Therefore, the only 
thing from this standpoint that goes into the stomach of the cure patient, is milk that has been 
mixed with saliva. 
 
 We must not underestimate the value of saliva. There are not only ferments in it that 
release carbohydrates and other important substances, but when the milk is mixed with, the 
saliva (within the oral cavity), the carbohydrate portion of the milk becomes digested from it. 
The entire aspect of the saliva is something you are doing for the subsequent benefit of the 
intestinal tract. We are not just training them to eat, correctly for the duration of the cure 
itself, but, rather so that after the cure the entire nutritional system is improved. For this we 
need the fluid of saliva. Today's man is very hasty and very poor in habits. Much of the 
nutrition taken in does not become insalivated-mixed with saliva and for that reason alone 
digestive disorders occur. 
 
 We must be able to look after the first stage of the digestive tract, otherwise the rest 
of it is not going to function properly. When you manage to get the salivary glands operating 
successfully, then all of the other digestive glands will work better because it is all connected 
to the same vegetative nervous system. 
 
 For example, if we want to improve the function of the pancreas or the liver or the 
stomach or intestinal tract we have to begin at the top. It is much like a coat that has a lot of 
buttons on it. If you put the first button into the wrong hole, no matter how much you keep 
buttoning, you are never going to be correctly buttoned. So the very first thing is good 
chewing and rich insalivation of the chewed material. This is an exercise that has to be 
carried out precisely throughout the duration of the cure. 
 
 There are many occasions in which patients, throughout their eating, carry on a 
conversation. They tell each other about their various disorders. This is certainly regressive 
because this also will disturb the digestive process. So you have to concentrate on what you 
are doing, and that is the key thought for the cure. 
 
 Tonight there will be herb tea with rolls. The tea again is only to be taken 
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'spoon-wise', because honey is dissolved in it. For that reason it becomes a foodstuff rather 
than a drink. Every foodstuff taken in during the cure, everything of nutritional value, has to 
be taken in. that same manner. Throughout the day you can drink the tea and water without 
having to take it spoon-wise (because it has no honey or nutritional value in it). Dr. Nelson is 
very happy that while he is now talking, you already have some water or tea sitting in front of 
you. This is especially important these first few days because you will want to reduce as 
much as possible any reactions that come as a result of the cure. 
 
 
 After you have eaten you should not drink anything for half an hour. After the 
half-hour is up, you can drink without any problems. You can also drink before you eat 
without concern. 
 
 I'd like to cover the program once more. At 7:00 in the morning you come down here 
for your "Natural Digestive Salts" solution. You don't have to shave yourself or wash yourself. 
Wear an exercise suit or- a bathrobe and slippers or training suit, and afterwards engage in 
some activity-some motion-like swimming, walking or gymnastics. 
 
 Maybe someone will have a very strong constipation. If that is the case twenty 
minutes later you can drink another glass of "Natural Digestive Salts" and that will increase 
its action. There are some of you who are more prone to diarrhea. During the first two days 
don't concern yourself if you have to go ten times a day to the toilet. But, if it continues 
thereafter then take a smaller dosage. Maybe drink half the glass of "Natural Digestive Salts" 
solution and pour the rest out, and drink an equal quantity of warm water as that you poured 
out. So if you poured out half of the "Natural Digestive Salts" solution and threw that half 
away, replace that half with just warm water. 
 
 The cure is not especially for those with constipation or diarrhea, but rather everyone. 
Those who are constipated, react very successfully to the therapy because it was very 
necessary for them. This drink consists of "Natural Digestive Salts" solution. Chemically, it is 
magnesium sulfate (magnesium sulfate) or magnesium sulfuricum, MgSO4 (otherwise called 
"Epsom, Salts”). This is the main component of what is known as the "Carlsbad Salts". The 
three most famous spas for digestive disorders are Carlsbad (Czechoslovakia), Vichy 
(France), and Maulffotry in Italy. All of them have this magnesium sulfate as their main 
aspect. There are a number of other substances in for instance the "Carlsbad Salts", such as 
sodium sulfate [Glauber's salt] and sodium bicarbonate (baking soda) What we use is more 
important since it's more toward basic 
 
 We have a number of organs in the body, which are more basic on the pH scale. First 
of all the liver; secondly the pancreas; and thirdly, all of the intestinal glands, because they 
produce a secretion that is on the basic aspect of the pH scale. Because -these solutions are 
basic on the pH scale they are good to drink. For certain patients we add sodium bicarbonate 
to the normal solution of "Natural Digestive Salts". The normal dosage of the "Natural 
Digestive Salts" is one level teaspoon of "Natural Digestive Salts" into a quarter liter of warm 
water, and this is the way you receive it-here. You will see in some of them that there was 
already a quantity in the glass. It's already dissolved. This is done the night before so that the 
"Natural Digestive Salts" dissolves in this smaller quantity of water overnight, and it helps to 
improve the taste slightly. 
  
 The stool, through use of the "Natural Digestive Salts" solution will, in most cases, 
become very fluid. With the milk/roll diet, the stool should be a golden yellow color and 
without smell. So in other words, like the stools of a baby. It will be interesting now for you to 
observe your stool. They will be a different color-a dark color, a dark brown or green stool. 
Sometimes the stool even gets an icky, whiteness, and this is change due to the coloring 
agent of the stool. Every color other than golden yellow is a sign that bad aspects are being 
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expelled. And also every vile odorous smell is also a sign that toxic aspects are being 
expelled. 
 
 There is a saying among lay people that health is without smell and sickness stinks. 
You can prove this for yourself. All body secretions can have a bad odor. This begins with 
the perspiration. You can have a very intensive and penetrating smell, and if you don't drink 
enough the urine could have a strong odor, or for example a bad breath odor from the mouth. 
These are all signs of detoxification. With women the menstrual flow could become odorous 
as well. All this means that bad toxic substances are being expelled from the body and you 
can check this yourself. Often stones are eliminated in the stool through the action of the 
"Natural Digestive Salts", as well as mucus deposits. So it's good that you actually look at it 
and- see what your stool is like. 
 
 Q: When you dissolve Natural Digestive Salts at night do you put it in warm or cold 
water? A: If you dissolve "Natural Digestive Salts at night it doesn't matter if it is warm or 
cold. You, don't have to do it the night before. You; can simply do it immediately first thing in 
the morning in the regular way. It's just that the taste improves slightly if it is allowed to 
dissolve 'm a smaller quantity of water overnight. 
 
 I have here a number of other items. This we call "base powder" ["base" as in 
acid-base balance]. Namely, sodium bicarbonate and other substances that occur in the 
natural "Carlsbad Salts"-salt from the Carlsbad spa. This I will recommend for some of you, 
to take in the "Natural Digestive Salts" solution. Specifically those of you who need more of a 
basic element. Participant questions about what kind of people would need this. Alcoholics? 
Yes, whenever the liver is burdened it's very important. Or, people who are already diabetics, 
because there is a tendency towards acidity. Those who suffer from problems with acidity. 
People with gout-those with uric acid level problems. Who suffers the most from acidic 
concentration? People that have eructation, burning reactions coming up their throat-they 
have hyperacidic gastritis. Those of you who feel you need this basic powder can come and 
take it. They are special medications for which you will be charged. 
 
 This is especially important to people with a tendency for gout. Why is it especially 
important then? In purification of the body, the joints also purify themselves. From the joints 
uric acid gets into the blood stream, and the uric acid level rises suddenly. You can see this 
from laboratory tests. All lab values improve except the uric acid level which drastically 
increases. Cholesterol drops, fats drop transaminase values drop. Blood sugar drops these 
entire numbers drop with the exception of the uric acid, which drastically increases at 
first-and then it will also decline. But it only drops once the joints are free. 
 
 Therefore it is important for those with a high uric acid level to take something like this 
basic powder. It is in powder form and you add one teaspoon to the "Natural Digestive Salts" 
solution. Besides that, take it two or three times a day by putting a level teaspoon into a 
quarter liter of water and drinking it. When you're at home and you don't have this particular 
mixture, just take sodium bicarbonate which also suffices. During the break, those of you 
who need it come and see Dr. Nelson. 
 I have a second health item with me. This is called a "Klyso". Do you know what this 
is? It's a clyster or enema apparatus. When someone gets a strong reaction or intoxication at 
the beginning of the cure, if from three to five times a day they give themselves an enema 
with it-using body temperature warm water-then these initial reactions will disappear like 
magic. We'll maybe see one or two among you with such problems. If you haven't drunk 
enough or maybe the "Natural Digestive Salts" has a reaction, you might get headaches or 
things like that. You give yourself a few enemas and it will disappear. Those interactions 
appear as toxins coming from the intestines. 
 
 There are many different diseases that come from the intestines and this is not really 
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known by regular general physicians. For example, ninety percent of all migraines are 
intestinal problems. If you have a patient coming to you with migraines, you can tell them 
they'll have a strong reaction the first day. Once this reaction is past they will remain free of 
migraines for-the rest of the cure and stay free of them for at least six months to a year. 
Once the intestines get all toxic again, then the migraines will reappear. There's a very close 
relationship between the intestines and many cases of arthritides, chronic headaches, 
dizziness, often visual disturbances, depressions, spinal column problems, and so on. The 
intestine is very often the actual focus of disorders and undermines the entire health of the 
body. We reach into the central core of this problem. 
 
 There is a difference whether you do the cure on-site (stationary) or on an ambulatory 
basis-in other words, on an inpatient or outpatient basis. We will discuss exactly how we 
would deal with an ambulatory cure situation versus an inpatient one. The former 
(ambulatory) also has many advantages since one can move more slowly into the cure and 
not get any initial healing crises. In that case, one does not start immediately with the roll 
diet, but maybe does a 'precure' type process first. 
 
 
Do you all know how this (enema) apparatus works? You can do this yourself since you have 
a wash basin in your room. Fill it up with hot water. You put that open end into the warm 
water, and pump it a couple of times so there is no more air in the hose. You lubricate the 
end (insertion tip) with something a little fatty, like Vaseline, butter, etc. Put it in your rectum 
and then pump. You pump until you feel there is enough in there and then you immediately 
sit on the toilet and let it all out. Then you can repeat the process immediately afterwards, 
and you'll be able to get a lot more water in. Through this, the rectum itself is cleansed. When 
the rectum is emptied, the small intestine can more easily empty its contents. You sort of get 
this suction action down to the intestines. This causes a very helpful and very good working 
action there. 
 
 Today more and more we see diseases such as diverticulitis, and this comes about 
because of the gas pressure in the colon which is so strong that it pushes through the walls. 
This is a reason for -weak intestinal walls with many patients. Their intestines are then 
operated on. This is completely unnecessary in the first place, and we have many patients 
who have saved themselves having to undergo this operation. Cases where it had already 
been planned that the operation was going to be carried out. We helped them with this 
enema apparatus, and it makes a cure along with the cleansing process from the "Natural 
Digestive Salts"-from upwards clown, and at the lower end we help with this (enema). 
 
 Q: The enema (water) goes in and comes right out. A: Yes, but it is important that 
it be done often more than once. Q: Sterilization of the enema apparatus? A: It is not 
necessary, the intestine is not sterile. Clean it with a little soap. It is not for multiple patients, 
it's for one individual patient. 
 
 It is a helpful apparatus for many disorders-also infections. If you are on a trip and 
you get an infection from putrefied foodstuff or poor water, or get an influenza, it's always 
good to provide the body with a vent for eliminating toxic substances. With children you can 
reduce fever from 40'C to 37'C in one day, with just a few of these enemas. You see, the 
body is happy when it has some place to push all the toxins to. One only has to tell the 
parents about how to use this and there are thousands of parents who find it (enema 
apparatus) the most important thing to take with them on trips for their children. I wrote a 
book about this on the cure of infectious diseases. In my book, one of the most --important 
aspects is detoxification -with these kinds of measures. 
 
 Q: Regarding regular enema bags. A: This is actually more comfortable, and you 
can do it yourself-you don't need help. But, you can use any enema bag. Q:- Cost? A: He 
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doesn't know for sure, maybe 150 Schillings or so [at that time, approx. 12 Schillings to U.S. 
Dollar]. I've never seen this type of apparatus in any of the American catalogs. Q: Any 
particular posture to use it? A: You can do it standing-you stand, reach behind and do it that 
way. I'm showing you this for one main reason. In case some of you may have a particularly 
strong reaction, then you will need one of these. 
 In his cure center he has one hundred beds, and every week twenty to thirty new 
people come for the cure. Of course a. great portion of them are seriously ill. A third of them 
have very strong healing crisis reactions. We use this apparatus because it helps them within 
a matter of hours. Most of you won't be working in an inpatient cure center but probably will 
be doing it on an outpatient basis. With the outpatient approach there is no problem because 
you can get into the cure on a more gentle basis. 
 We're going to take a ten minute break now and during the break those of you who 
need the basic powder or want one of these enema apparatuses can come and get it. And, 
also-pick up your hot water bottle. The hot water bottles are only loaned to you-at the end of 
the course you turn them back in. 
 
 How did the "Natural Digestive Salts" work? Most of you got diarrhea from it? Yes. I 
recommend that you take the "Natural Digestive Salts" again, right now, if there was 
absolutely no reaction from it. If you are having a crisis I recommend this base powder. How 
many want more "Natural Digestive Salts"? Who are those who have had no action from the 
dose of "'Natural Digestive Salts" they had this morning. Q: Does that mean bowel 
movement? A: Yes. By that I mean diarrhea or other stool. If you didn't have a bowel 
movement today you should now take more. So, how many need to take more. Those who 
only had gas and didn't have a bowel movement, you come and take some too. -(Discussion 
about who should take it and the base powder) 
 
 At your seating place (for the evening meal) there will be a roll, a little bit of honey 
and a slice of orange, with the tea-you can help yourself to the tea. There will be two 
canisters there. One with melissa tea and the other is honey-suckle tea. On the question of 
the teas: During the course of a fasting cure we use only the mild psychotherapeutic 
approach. So far, there are two groups of psychotherapeutic teas. There is the 'forte' version, 
the strong acting ones, and the milder, middle range ones. Digitalis for example belongs to 
the strong group. Belladonna and the like belong to the milder ones stinging nettle, Melissa, 
fennel, anisette and so on. They don't have a strong action, but they support the cure. Every 
one of them has a little bit different action and effect. Melissa for instance, has a sedative 
action on the nerves and is good for the heart and female disorders. Fennel tea is a 
disinfectant for the stomach and intestinal tract, and combats gas in the system. Children get 
a lot of fennel tea. We have a few others as well and they all serve to support the cure. You 
can easily drink a liter of tea each day.And now to clarify the program for tomorrow. At 7:00 
A.M. come down to get your "Natural Digestive Salts". After you drink it do twenty to thirty 
minutes of activity. Swim or go for a walk, and then go back to your room for your toilet 
preparations. At 8:00 A.M. is breakfast. While eating breakfast please be sure you counter 
check each other to ensure you are eating properly. Trust is good, but control is better. 
Exactly at 9:00, here in this room, we start with the systematic aspects of the course. Today 
we have our examinations left. All of you will have one examination by Dr. Nelson. Those of 
you who feel certain you will have problems with the cure should tell him right away and he 
will see you first. Those of you like Isla for instance, who feel certain they're going to die from 
this, should be one of those he sees today. If you really feel you're going to have strong 
reactions, or if you already start to feel that something radical is happening, he will see you 
today. In five minutes we'll start with the first exam. 
 
 ? - Q: What about other teas? A: Anise is disinfectant for intestines. A tea called the 
"Four-Winds" combats gas and colic. It is made up of anise, fennel, peppermint and 
coriander. Honeysuckle has a general calming action and is good for the veins. And the 
others you have mentioned? Stinging nettle is a diuretic for the kidneys and also has a 
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slightly antiallergenic action on the intestines If one touches stinging nettle onto the skin you 
get a type of rash. And of course you know from your training in homeopathics that it works 
against digitalis-the homeopathic -reversal effect. Dandelion tea is for the liver, gallbladder, 
kidneys. For female complaints and the portal vein, yarrow tea. There are for sure all kinds of 
different things in America that they make tea out of. 
 
 There are only two of these mild herbs that I cannot recommend you use. First of all, 
anything that causes an acid situation in the body. Hibiscus (Rose hips) is a sharp red tea, 
already sour and very acidic. That's bad because during the cure we are deacidifying, and 
should ' not be taking other acids in. The other is chamomile it's a very good healing tea for 
acute situations. If someone has an acute problem in their stomach and intestines, then 
chamomile is good. For long term use in nonacute prospects, it tends more toward paresis 
and sluggish action. It works spasmodically and too much spasm tends towards paralytic 
process-too much relaxation. There's many different kinds of teas, but those that are best are 
those which grow in the local area where you are practicing. Teas from your own locality. 
You have to check around and see what folk medicine is being used most in your local area 
and that's the teas you should use. 
 
 Do you want to have an examination first? Everyone will get one. One first look at the 
patient's standing posture and then supine. We are not showing this in proper sequence 
now-I am just showing the most important aspects in order for me to know what the person 
has. 
  
 Examination: First let's have a look at the facial aspects. The face is round, and we 
see from this (the pinch test on the cheek) that she has a fairly strong vitality factor. When 
you pinch this-pinch the skin there-you've got something very informative in hand. It shows 
us the tone of the skin, the resistance of the skin. You can do this to yourself, just to check. Is 
it soft? Is it hard? Is it firm or can, it be pulled far away from the face? From this you can 
draw some conclusions. We'll talk about this more. From this though-from the skin-we know 
she has great tendencies toward reaction. She is also carrying a great number of mistakes 
because her body can tolerate it-it can stand a lot. She already has a lot of poor aspects 
lodged in the tissues. Those who have such a good vitality factor are also the greatest 
sinners in eating drinking, smoking, and so on. Now we're looking at the eyes, the white has 
a little bit of yellowish tinge. Let's look at the color of the lips, a little bit bluish, but very little. 
From the face, I can tell this is a strong smoker. Please open the mouth and stick your 
tongue out. The tongue is coated and relatively dry. She must drink a great deal of water, 
otherwise she will get too strong a reaction. 
 
 Her neck has already disappeared. Her thoraxes pulled high. Why doesn't she have a 
neck? Why is her thorax pulled so high? The stomach needs so much room for itself that the 
thorax is pushed high. What lift the thorax high are the auxiliary muscles. All of these 
muscles are pulling the thorax. The higher the thorax courses, the more room there is for the 
stomach-and this is not a little hill, this is a whole mountain! I'm looking for the border of the 
diaphragm, and it is here much too high. The border should be at the level of the sixth rib; 
this is at best the level of the fourth. 
 
 We always measure the size of the abdomen; you'll learn how to do this yet. Her 
stomach is twelve finger widths; you chart that on your very first examination. In this way you 
can tell, as the stomach becomes smaller. Look at the epigastric angle. The angle built by 
the rib cage. We're looking at 160' here. One can see when the intestinal situation improves 
that this epigastric angle will become smaller. Because not only is the thorax pulled up high, 
it is also spread apart sideways. It should become 'younger' by obtaining the -proper shape. 
 
 You can see striations here. There-almost a reddish color. They are discolored-you 
can identify this color and when you have these-striations this is Cushing's syndrome. It 
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doesn't mean she has it now just because she has the striations, but a little bit of a tendency 
in that direction is hers. Also, with Cushing's you get this excessive weight and the thinner 
legs. The tendency appears to be here and that is a burdening of the hypothalamus. If we 
detoxify this intestine it will also work out good for the hypothalamus, because the blood 
becomes purer and this has a good effect on all of the glands. 
 
 Let's have a look at the liver. Please respire. Brownish a smokers bronchitis. The liver 
is two and a half finger width enlarged. This is what we were talking about; normally we 
would also do blood work here. How is the cholesterol? Lipids? How are the 'trans' and so on 
getting? We'-re looking at high lipids here have you had that checked? Isla: Yes, I don't 
remember what it was but it's down now. And it's going to drop even more now. But to 
document your cases, it's nice in these situations to have this all confirmed with lab work. 
Blood sugar could be increased here also-it doesn't mean it is, but it could be. 
 
 The abdomen is relatively soft, but it doesn't give her happy feet when I delve into the 
depths. And there we're looking at inflammation-what I'm doing with my right hand here. I'm 
now looking at the descending. She felt that. It shouldn’t hurt, and you should be able to 
move it about. We can already tell you the cure for her would be very good. Let's have a look 
at the water. She doesn't have much edema. 
 
 Now lets have a look at the back. Because she's got so much vitality there's a lot of 
stored toxic substances in the soft tissues. If I push here a little, together, it won't make her 
so happy. , With a little -bit of practice you can palpate this all for yourself. For here, if I push 
a little more, it already hurts (scar). She had an operation. Sciatic -nerve injection. It caused 
a drop foot and much pain and suffering. You've got to watch out for those, doctors. I know. 
At this point here, -which is related to the kidney-does that hurt? Yes. That's all, thank you. At 
the sanatorium we would make you totally fast. But the course here is exhausting, so it's 
much better if you do the milk and roll diet, rather than the total fast. If you have any 
problems, tell us. 
 
 Next-anyone else expecting strong reactions? Participant from Australia steps forth. 
When you do the actual abdominal treatment itself every day, you can get a good grasp on 
how the patient is reacting. Here, the eyes attract my attention. They seem to be deep 
seated. There-this brown ring under the eyes. According to Far Eastern medicine one would 
call these kidney rings. This does not mean the kidneys are disturbed, but they could be. In 
these cases, at least the kidneys are heavily burdened. You might not find anything with 
normal examinations, such as the urine, in these preclinical phases. The vitality factor here is 
not as good as the previous per son (Isla). It's not bad-I have seen much, much worse. For 
example-that's worse. Also you can test down there. We will practice this and do each other, 
in order to learn diagnostics for the total health situation. Open the mouth-the tongue is very 
smooth. You don't see much relief in the ridges. The tongue is always a mirror image of the 
mucus aspects of the stomach. Your tongues will all get worse. Because when you detoxify, 
a lot of this bad stuff comes to the tongue. 
 
 You see she has much nicer neck compression than the previous one. This is a 
normal length of the neck. A totally different neck than the previous lady. There's the border 
of the diaphragm at the fifth rib, much better. She has four and a half finger widths, before it 
was twelve-much too big. Now let's look at the epigastric angle-sixty degrees or so. The 
other was one hundred and sixty degrees-big differences. Look-here are two points 
squeezed together and bulging out. That one there is over the transverse colon. This one on 
the right hand side shows a burdening of the gallbladder. This does not mean acute 
disorders, but rather a burdening-a load on it. With an examination you might not find 
anything wrong with the gallbladder. But for sure there is a burdening, because this situation 
doesn't come about by itself Now let's look at the eyes again. Look up-a little bit of yellow, but 
very little. 
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 Here we have a very poor small intestine. The intestine hangs low, the main portion 
of it is down there. The intestine should be above an the line joining the two anterior superior 
iliac spines (interspinal line, planum interspinalis). The anterior superior iliac crest is there. 
You can palpate these on yourselves. Join them with an imaginary line, and there should be 
no intestine below that line. But it's all full with intestine-that's all intestines in there. With 
certainty you have had problems for a long time with your intestines. The abdomen is 
hard-with the previous lady it was soft. Hard is a sign of inflammation. You see here is a 
ditch, and there the entire intestine is sitting-one floor too low. 
 
 So the cure will be very good for you. You have a lot of inflammation here and it's not 
going to be so simple. Now I've got the large intestines; they're inflamed. Here also, and in 
the small intestine you have the same because it's also inflamed there. There is also a 
tendency toward cramping and spasm. It's very important that you use the basic powder and 
the "Natural Digestive Salts". Did you take it twice today? No. That shouldn't hurt. Please 
respire ….. once more. Two fingers for the liver. When I press on it like that, it is yellowish. 
Compare the color there and there. It doesn't make her happy when I push around on the 
gallbladder. Any chiropractors here (asked upon examining the back)? Once the tissues 
have relaxed and detoxified themselves, then chiropractic manipulations can be done very 
easily. And, you can palpate all of the burden here-kidney point. Ouch! Okay. 
 
Next. That's approximately how it should be. You see a little bit of burdening on the liver from 
here. A little bit of yellow at the eyes. The tongue is relatively good a little bit too flat. She has 
these tooth marks, tooth impressions a light edema of the tongue. Four finger ribs. Stomach, 
same size as the previous one, but there is a point to this abdomen. The epigastric angle is 
relatively small and so it's pretty good. The small intestine is not in order, and here where the 
point on the abdomen is, it hurts. There a-re probably growths in there. The descending 
colon-now that is completely empty and that's good. I'm on the cecum now.Tomorrow when 
you are working on each other you will sometimes hear a sloshing sound in there, and that's 
the "Natural Digestive Salts" solution. Respire please good-the liver is right at the rib cage, 
which is okay. There is inflammation there. Stomach. That's the liver there. There-the left 
edge of the large intestine. There's the liver there. You have here small intestine, large 
intestine and liver. Questions about the liver. Enlargement of liver is only one symptom. 
Everybody had enlarged livers thirty years ago. Now with environmental pollution, the bad 
liver is not always enlarged, it could be even shrunk, shriveled. It's enough if there is pain 
from the percussive palpation here, and pain up there it's a sign that there is surely a 
burdening of the liver. Discussion. Those kinds of comparisons you can't make. This one has 
more vitality. When something is not in order with her, it shows itself up much clearer. If we 
have something for a long time the symptoms show up more lightly, presenting a 
wishy-washy picture. She's got more vitality and it's all very clear ... just from the diagnostics, 
not from an anamnestic work-up.She's coming with a small intestine problem-maybe there 
are adhesions, growths, but when the small intestine doesn't work properly the liver is always 
involved. This is showing up in her by relatively acute symptoms. When the intestine is not in 
order usually there are cervical problems. On the left side here, there is a problem-a light 
cervical syndrome. If this doesn't disappear during the cure then maybe a chiropractic 
manipulation would be good. Because she's vital, she stores a lot of these residual toxins. If I 
push now, she'll scream. The kidneys? The right one is tender. Now change from lumbar, 
and we start with these two points. High circulation system-the systems that eliminate water. 
So is the blood pressure. It will go lower, and even with a good person it will go down a little 
and then improve itself. In the end it works toward the direction of normalcy.But hypertonia is 
an absolute indication for this cure. If somebody has taken medications because of high 
blood pressure, they should not all of a sudden stop taking them, but rather slowly reduce the 
dosage. If the pressure slowly climbs, and if she is tired-even accompanied with a bit of loss 
of senses then it would be good to give a supplementary homeopathic remedy to lower the 
pressure. For example Crataegus, hawthorn berry or rosemary tea, or a homeopathic 
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mixture. They can all be advantageous. I've ordered for delivery later today, "Gold Drops". In 
it is Aurum, or gold, as well as other homeopathic substances.Especially in low-pressure 
situations, one should drink a lot. If someone with low pressure is also very slim, especially if 
they can't expand far apart, I also like to give a little sea salt. On every small piece' of roll put 
a little sea salt and they'll feel better for it. Just ask the waiter and he'll bring it to you. 
 
 Q: I have diarrhea and a very slight headache. That's the only changes. We 
mentioned that. Now you're ready to go back and get yourself a drink so you can be sitting 
here while we all are talking. Q: I vomited three times and had one major evacuation 
yesterday, but haven't had any since. A: I told you at the beginning there might be vomiting. 
This always happens when the liver has been strongly burdened over the last little while. The 
liver attempts to eliminate the worst materials through the shortest route out of the body. So 
from the liver to the duodenum and out. In these cases taking more of the base powder is 
indicated because we have to support the liver. When these kinds of reactions happen it's 
always a sign that this cure was needed-that this kind of detoxification was needed. 
Regarding effect on the stool, it is very important after you've taken "Natural Digestive Salts" 
to do some kind of action or movement, even while you are swallowing it-like walking back 
and forth. And, after you finish it go outside in the fresh air or go swimming. Some of you 
have done it very well. 
 
 Q: I've had some evacuation, some gases and some head pressure. Then I took 
some of the base powder last night because I felt some pain, and it helped a lot. A: The base 
powder supports the liver. The pressure is a most a normal occurrence. Probably by 
tomorrow it will be all gone. Q: As soon as I downed the Natural Digestive Salts solution I 
found I had mucous appear on the side of MY temples. But also on the side of my neck and 
much tenderness. A: This is all residuals of retro-toxins coming out of the intestines, and you 
will see that will soon disappear. But it would be good if someone would massage your neck, 
and drink lots of water. Q: About circulation drops... Yes, and take some sea salt with the roll. 
Maybe it is natural progress with a slight crisis. You'll see that any headaches for most of you 
will all be gone by tomorrow morning. Only in the most exceptional of cases will it take a few 
more days to go away, migraine situations, for example.Q: If these were people suffering 
from migraines who were on medications would they confine to take their medication, the 
same as before . A: The first few days yes, but after a few days they won't need it. There's 
usually no more migraines for the whole period of the cure. They feel so clear in the head, 
good in the head. Q: Feeling faint or dizzy upon getting up. A: Also a release of toxins. One 
should take it easy when you first get up (after lying down). Take . it in stages-first sit up for a 
few minutes (in bed), and then stand up-take your time. The -first two or three days you get 
the greatest amount of reactions.(1 7) 
Q: A: He will have a look at you today. The gallbladder is that organ which especially reacts 
thankfully to this approach. Of course, if there are stones already, you can't get rid of them. A 
lot of pain in the abdomen and under my ribs. This could already be expected regarding you 
and this cure. Do the enemas, three to four times a day. When doing the enema, how many 
bulbs do you pump? A: You should pump twenty to thirty times. You have to get a lot in to 
get a lot out. Then do it immediately again. Sometimes at first you can only do it a couple of 
times because the intestines are so toxic it's forcing the stuff back out. But if you repeat it 
immediately, afterwards it will go good. The water should be somewhat hot, 40'C, because 
hot water looks after spasms. Even more water can then be put in to come back out. In one 
week you will feel good. And don't smoke too much. Better if you don't smoke at all. 
 
 For many it is too much to stop both eating and smoking at the same time. if you can't 
stop smoking altogether at least reduce it to an absolute minimum. During the cure cigarettes 
start to taste worse. If you are smoking it's better to wait until that moment when the taste of 
the cigarette is no longer there. About half way through the cigarette the cigarette won't taste 
good anymore-then stop. Don't continue smoking. Then the quantity of nicotine will be 
low.Why is it going so good with you? Is there a reason? I've (65 year old doctor) been on a 
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good diet the last thirty-five years. I jog a lot, get a lot of exercise. When someone has lived 
very well nutritionally for, a good many years, than a fasting cure plays no major roll in the 
body. It will do him good, but there will be no revolutionary effect on him. So we can be 
happy with you. Thank you.And you? I'm (doctor from Brazil) feeling very well. I am happy, 
slept well, no pains, nothing at all. This age category (58) is good. They've already done a 
lot, and this will increase the- available strength for the cure. 
 
 One reaction I (Steven) forgot to mention was that I had many strange dreams last 
night. Whenever I do start a fast at home also many strange dreams all night long. We see 
that very often, it's interesting. This kind of detoxification cure not only works on the physical 
body but also works on the aggressive and psychological aspects. The cure itself is almost 
like psychotherapy in that the problems one has suppressed-put behind you or that have not 
really come to a resolution yet come to the forefront during the night. Their meaning was 
stored somewhere in your brain, and this information was procured during your sleep. These 
dreams will become steadily nicer until they either disappear completely or only nice dreams 
remain. There is a pattern to this, we've had many hundreds of cases of these types of 
dreams.. The dreams continually get nicer, and friendlier until they cease. At night your 
subconscious problems are being worked on by your mind until finally they come to a 
solution. Please remember to tell us near the end of this course how your dreams have 
changed, and what your dreams are like then. 
 The symptoms you have individually told us are notji4st interesting from my 
standpoint so that I can give you individual advice. But rather, that you get a good idea of 
what all can occur, so you, as a physician will know what to advise your patients. You see a 
powerful palette of variations here; one sees what reactions can occur as an indication that 
the 'cure' was necessary-useful to the body. If someone is completely healthy they won't 
have any reaction, because it wasn't necessary. It doesn't play a role. 
 
 Now to the systematic aspect. The theme is the Regeneration Cure according to 
Natural therapy. First of all I'm going to tell you some principle aspects and then, near the 
end of the course, we will together, reiterate and review some of these aspects. We will then 
use a colloquium type of approach and I will ask you about these matters. 
 
 What are the therapeutic principles according to THE CONCEPT OF Natural? First of 
all, protection of the intestinal apparatus - protection. Secondly, cleansing. And thirdly, 
education.Regarding #1: How do we do the protection aspect? We know protection is a very 
fundamental principle of healing. For example if someone breaks an arm they put the arm in 
a cast. This is protecting. When someone has a fever you order bedrest. If someone for 
example has damaged their stomach, they are put on a diet. Or, if someone has an infection, 
they are told to remain quiet. Protection is that which gives the physician within the ability to 
respond. The innate healing ability that is within you-the ability of regeneration. 
 
 How do we protect while doing this cure? First of all, quantitatively, and secondly 
qualitatively. We are protecting the quantitative aspect, through good chewing for instance, 
so we are satisfied sooner with a lesser quantity. And quality-wise, through nutritional 
substances that are very easy to digest. One can supplement this in the manner of selection 
of foodstuffs to make them even more readily digestible. One could also, for example, have a 
fast in the evening like we do now, during the cure. 
 
 And there's another protective factor that has to be explained, which is the monotony, 
the 'mono' cure aspects of it. During the cure you shouldn't change back and forth to a lot of 
different items. But rather eat the same thing, over and over. For example, there are some 
people who would rather have sour milk instead of sweet milk or yogurt, so let them have it. 
But, once they have made a choice, not yogurt the following day, sour milk the next day and 
sweet milk on the subsequent day. It has to be a proper 'mono', the same monotonous thing 
every day. This is a very important protective aspect. This protective factor is incorporated 
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into the fast and protects the digestive tract through this rigid foodstuff aspect. The foodstuff 
is easily digestible. At night we almost eat nothing after having had that 'mono' aspect-the 
monotony That was the protective factor. Now let's have a look at the cleansing.Regarding 
#2: Cleansing. How do we do this? The real cleansing aspect occurs through waking up the 
body's own cleansing methods. We support this reawakening of the body's cleansing aspect. 
You could almost say in effect that we do a drinking cure. Then there is the "Manual 
Abdominal Treatment" that we will talk about later. And, there is still another way of helping 
you out; we have talked about it already-namely the enema. The rest factor is more toward 
the protection aspect. I'll reiterate. Cleaning through the "Natural Digestive Salts", the 
drinking aspects of this cure, the "Manual Abdominal Treatment", and eventually if 
necessary, the enema. There are further possibilities to support this cleansing aspect. What 
would you think would help? Fresh air. Yes, that's good.Regarding #3: And, now point three, 
the training or educational aspects of it. We want to achieve a situation where the intestinal 
tract is functioning better. What would you suspect would support this training aspect? 
Chewing very well is number one-the first. Waking up the salivary glands, that is part of the 
chewing aspect. The "Manual Abdominal Treatment". And, something you probably wouldn't 
think of, training and getting the body used to drinking copious quantities of liquid. Today's 
man eats much too much, and drinks much too little. We have become accustomed to not 
drinking enough. Whereby by drinking I mean drinking of useful substances, such as good 
water, or a mineral water very low in carbonation and mild herbal teas. It is very clear and 
obvious that unhelpful liquids are coffees from coffee beans, Coca-Colas, soft drinks, as well 
as vegetable and fruit juices, like "V-8" juice. Q: Why fruit juices? Because they are 
processed with stabilizing agents, sugars, and so on-they are not free of bad effects. They 
usually start to ferment and therefore lead towards an acidosis situation. When using water 
to make herbal teas, in the process of heating- the water, many bad substances are 
released, because they are volatile substances. 
 
 Q: What about distilled water? Distilled water is dead water.... he does not 
recommend distilled water. Use normal water, even if it has chlorine or fluoride in it, because 
once you have heated it, warmed it up, the volatile substances dissipate. You can also use a 
little bit of fruit juice, but very little. Put a little into the water. But fruit juices with a high 
concentration of the actual fruit substance, the purees with a high pulp content, are not good. 
They are always acidic and burden the liver. 
 
 The liver and the pancreas have to deliver alkaline substances, and they are very 
burdened with environmental pollution. And so we have to support these detoxification 
organs. What is missing nowadays for man is not the acid aspect, but the basics-more base 
substances the pH scale. Man can become hyperacidic, but cannot become hyper-basic, 
because the body can flush out base substances very easily, but not the acids. They go into 
the joints or into the tissues and burden the liver. So when we do a fasting cure like this, what 
we are doing is making a deacidification detoxification cure-a cure to eliminate the acid. It is 
these acids that deposit themselves into the body; into the joints-when you get the knots and 
bumps (tophi) on the joints-and the tissues, like cellulitis in women. These are all deposits of 
acids in the tissues and we want to get these acids out of the body. And so after the cure it is 
also good to make sure that the body doesn't begin to get over acidic again, but rather to 
give it more of the basic substances. We will come back to that when we talk about nutrition. 
There are additional substances that lead toward acidosis, and other foodstuffs that lead 
toward a more basic pH balance. 
 
 I repeat the aspects about education and training. The chewing mechanism and of 
course an increase in. salivation; the "Manual Abdominal Treatment"; and retraining the body 
to drink copious quantities. There is another very important factor that belongs to this training 
and education. One learns how to maintain a great degree of self-discipline on this cure, and 
that is a very important factor for maintaining good health. 
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 We've heard the three major principles of Natural Therapy-protection, cleansing and 
training. It is no longer difficult to answer the question now, of "What is the therapy according 
to Dr. Nelson?". Every therapy, where these three therapeutic principles are incorporated-in 
other words, any therapy that protects the intestinal tract, causes a cleansing action, and 
offers retraining-is a therapy according to Dr. Nelson. But, there are various different levels or 
steps here. The most radical form is the total fast. The second form is the milk/roll diet, which 
you are doing now. And there are even milder diet forms that have to be adjusted individually 
for each patient, right down to the so-called "Mild Elimination Diet". 
 
 Q: What does one drink while fasting? Only water, herb tea and maybe a 
vegetable broth-that is a total fast. For how long varies, from two days to five weeks. It 
depends on the condition. That is why you need to know how to do the diagnosis involved 
with the Natural-Cure. 
 
 Naturally, during the total fast you- are also getting the "Natural Digestive Salts". That 
is an important aspect of the cleansing. The total fast is the strongest form, the most radical 
form. The train goes at its highest speed to get to where you want to go the fastest. The train 
gets there a little slower with the milk and roll diet, and the closer to normal the diet gets, the 
slower this train is going down the track. You have to yourself evaluate which of these forms 
is best for the individual patient; and from the circumstances under which the patient lives. 
 
 It s different if you are treating them in a spa or in a stationary location, or if you are 
treating them on an outpatient basis. If they are on an inpatient basis, in-house, you can do a 
strong fast. If you for instance, were here and not taking this course at the same time, some 
of you could do a total fast. But, this course demands a lot of your energy, and therefore that 
is out of the question. Always, naturally, only when the patient wants to, when he indicates 
he wants to. All of this is on a voluntary basis-it only works if you have good cooperation 
between the physician and the patient. So it depends upon the knowledge of the, physician 
to differentiate which intensity or which form of the cure the patient needs. In some cases, a 
very difficult case, one might start with a very light cure. There are a lot of people who think 
Natural-Cure equals a milk/roll diet and that is ridiculous. The Natural-Cure is that form the 
physician prescribes for his patient, according to the three different principles of the 
Natural-Cure. 
 
 There is big difference whether you work on an inpatient basis or on an outpatient 
basis. I'd first like to tell you the advantages of the ambulatory or outpatient approach-starting 
with a question to you. How many of you are planning to work on an outpatient basis and 
how many of you are more interested in this from the standpoint of a spa or an inpatient 
situation? First hands up please for outpatient? Now, inpatient? 
 
 Q: Is there some possibility of combining the two? Put someone on mild form and 
then in a facility, or the other way, like three days first in a spa and then onto the mild form? 
Yes, all of those possibilities can be done. It would be a question of organization. Like in the 
United States we have three-day holiday weekends. Yes sure that would be possible with a 
three day vacation intensification at the end of the treatment. The really good advantage to 
the outpatient method is that one is not restricted by a time frame. On an inpatient basis the 
patient comes for three, four or sometimes five weeks-and some patients really need it 
longer. But if there is no time restriction, you can sort of just slide into the cure real gently, 
and then you would have absolutely no initial crises. 
 
 You start with the pre-cure, we'll discuss this later, and you very slowly come out of 
the cure with the patients. The most difficult time is the sudden start and the end phase-to 
get the patient used to eating more normal. And if you are doing this on an outpatient basis 
you can do this very nicely-come in very slowly and smoothly, and end in the same way. You 
can have the patient come back more and more, even for a whole year if necessary. 
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Whereas when you are doing it in a sanatorium, clinic or spa, a few weeks later they are 
gone. If they have any remaining reactions after the cure, they may not be able to find a 
doctor who knows about these things and they then usually end up doing everything exactly 
wrong. 
 
 One also has more time to inform the patient. Information for this kind of cure holds a 
very key position. Only if the patient properly understands why all this is being done, and 
what's about to happen, can he work with you properly But there are also disadvantages to 
an outpatient plan. One disadvantage is that the patient really still has the stressful situation 
of his work-of his occupation. One can do the cure at the same time that he is still busy with 
his job, but there are exceptional cases where that doesn't work. 
 
 For example, politicians who every night have to eat at a different meeting or 
banquet, or businessmen who do most of their important sales work in the bars at night, they 
cannot take this kind of an outpatient cure. But most other people can continue with their 
normal work while they are doing their outpatient cure. For twenty years in Vienna I only 
treated people on an outpatient basis, and now for twelve years, only on an inpatient basis. 
So each of these ways has advantages and disadvantages. Another disadvantage to the 
outpatient way is the influence of the family-family influence. When the family members see 
that you have some sort of a reaction to the cure, they of course have concerns and worries 
about it, and try to talk you out of taking the cure. They talk against the cure. 
 
 When someone is taking a cure like this, one should, if at all possible, be free of 
people around them who are not participating. It is a very good experience when husband 
and wife are taking it together and this makes the household work together easier-they each 
help each other. Whereas if one of them eats the full meal and one of them is just eating milk 
and rolls, there could be difficulty. It's not the one that is taking the cure that causes the 
difficulty, it's always the one sitting beside him that eats normally. And in my book I have an 
extra chapter on people who are living with you. For example, the big (fat) people-the 
neighbor maybe-who see that their friend next door is getting better and skinnier, and that 
gives them problems. So they will purposefully say, "Oh, you are looking terrible, that cure 
has to be bad for you, this is the quickest way to the cemetery", and so on. These are simply 
jealousy problems. It is therefore very important that the person taking this cure has -plenty 
of information and that he very strongly commits himself to this cure. And then, it usually 
goes very well, because after awhile the patient becomes infatuated with the cure. You 
almost have to brake them-put the brakes on it. Like missionaries, they walk around trying to 
convert everybody to a milk and roll diet-this is the religion of the small abdomen. So such 
information is very important in order that the patient is always at the fasting stage and does 
not fall into the hunger stage. I get all of my patients to read this book. That is usually 
adequate, and they are then able to speak with the physician a little bit about it too, since it 
contains sufficient information. 
 (Dr. Nelson hands out a copy of the brochure from a local Natural-Cure facility, and 
his following discussion is based on the various pictures in it.) With an inhouse cure, such 
problems of course, are resolved. Quite the opposite, in that here (pictured) on an inhouse 
basis like this, the patients that are already doing well with this are showing those who are 
not doing so well that it is going to be better. One asks the other, "How's it going?" ' And if the 
one being asked has he had a reaction or crisis, the person asking then says, "Oh, I've had 
that too. Tomorrow, already it will be better for you". The result is a kind of fasting euphoria 
from the climate that exists where everybody encourages the next person. They don’t get a 
chance to complain because the others won't let them. And this is one of the advantages of 
spa or stationary management. And here we eat the milk and rolls, and generally, the "Mild 
Elimination Diet" at the end. But you don’t just jump from the milk and rolls directly into the 
mild elimination that is too big of a jump. There are steps in between here. For example a 
little bit of cottage cheese added here, or a little bit of veal from a calf, or a soft egg. 
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 On the next page, you see different kinds of massage; underwater gymnastics; a type 
of wading pool where you walk through ice-cold flowing water; and the possibility for steam 
baths or sauna. Then at the bottom of the next page, we have special foot baths. The feet 
are placed into a warm water tank and the water gradually gets hotter and hotter, up to about 
43'C. Q: About the cold water walk? A: You do that for a short period of time, you walk 
around it once or so. This is a form of Kneipp therapy. There are rounded stones at the 
bottom of it. Those of you who care to go with him this afternoon and walk over to the 
"Lanserhof" can try that one for yourself. It's comfortable, very comfortable, and the 
circulation system is stimulated. -You put your socks on afterwards and continue doing 
something else. 
 
 And then on the next page at the top right, you see a lady sleeping and there is a 
radio beside her. Tape recordings can be played through these radios. Dr. Nelson has 
spoken a relaxation message onto a tape recorder, and the patients go to sleep listening to 
this message. At the same time there are also motivational aspects for the cure on the tape-a 
little bit of brainwashing for the cure. 
 
That is actual audio-an autosuggestion tape-it is not subliminal. It could be that it helps to 
create a calming effect, or it may be that it is just quite boring and they fall asleep. (Laughter) 
 
 Down at the lower right hand corner you see the chef in the chef's hat. They also do 
training in cooking so that after the cure the patient has a healthier nutrition, and knows the 
correct method of preparation. The other pictures are self explanatory and a little English 
language booklet accompanies it. 
 
 Now let's talk about the outpatient treatment method. Dr. Nelson, when he 
started-when he did it on an outpatient basis-always started with the milk/roll diet. I do it quite 
differently, because the general health situation of mankind has become worse with time. I 
begin with a so-called pre-cure. Now we will talk about that pre-cure aspect. For purposes of 
the pre-cure, I have written my own sheet of instructions, of things to note. I recommend for 
you, if you do the pre-cure with your patients, that you produce an instruction sheet like this 
for them. A sheet where almost everything already is pre-printed and you are just adding or 
filling in blanks with some of the individualized points behind the preprinted words. I'll dictate 
to you the text off the sheet I have for patients; you might want to notate it separately from 
your course notes. 
 
 1. Daily, in the morning on an empty stomach, one teaspoon of Natural Digestive 
Salts in a quarter liter of lukewarm water (or tea), [tea if the water in your area is bad]. You 
can leave a blank there for putting in exactly what kind of tea you want them to have, for 
example, stinging nettle or some other tea. And now maybe another round bracket where 
you can cross out if you don't need it: (plus one teaspoon of the base powder or sodium 
bicarbonate). These are the instructions you can then give to the patients by simply crossing 
things out or writing something in. Thereafter, activity. 
 
After at least one half hour, then breakfast consisting of: In other words between taking of the 

"Natural Digestive Salts" and breakfast there has to be at least half an hour time lag. 
And then behind "breakfast consisting of ", fill in what the patient is going to have. You 
can then write in what you desire, for instance in the pre-cure phase. 

 
 3. After about five hours, then eat lunch consisting of. Leave blanks or ruled lines to 
fill in what the patient is going to have. 
 
 4. Evenings herbal tea, such as (and now here are the names of a few of the herbal 
teas, for example Melissa and so on, and then you cross off the ones that aren't applicable) 
with a teaspoon of honey and a little lemon juice (plus one roll). Again, "plus one roll" is in 
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brackets so you can cross it out, in order to individualize for each case. 
 
 
 5. Chew every bite fifty times count them!!! The better you chew and insalivate your 
food, the quicker you will get healthy. 
 
 Drinking Cure. Good quality water, or herb teas taken pure, -without sugar or anything else. 
Or, minimally carbonated water. Drink a minimum of two, three, four (cross out the other two) 
liters quantity each day. Now here you have to individualize as well. If you have a patient 
who is 120 kilos (265 pounds), he will have to drink four liters; if you have a skinny little 
person, then two liters.  
Everything has to be, to a certain extent, individualized, but here you have a guideline that 
you can stick to. 
 
 7. Before eating the noon meal, you need a relaxation break. It's even better if 
you can lie down for half an hour with moist warmth, like for example a hot water bottle 
covered with a hot moist towel. Many people with different occupations can take this half an 
hour, not all, but most can afford that half hour. If you lie down before you eat and can put 
heat on your abdomen-you will learn this for yourself, you'll experience it yourself when you 
are ready to eat you will have a very comfortable feeling abdomen, and you are quickly 
satiated. This also helps eliminate inflammations that plug up the liver. It is also interesting 
that when you do this on a regular basis and the person has a poor situation with the liver 
and gallbladder, he starts to get red round spots on the area the hot water bottle was laying 
on, and this disappears -later. But it is a diagnostic sign. Don't put that comment on the sheet 
you are giving out. 
 
 8. Morning and evening, brush your entire body with a dry brush. There are also 
gloves made out of a sea type material, almost like burlap. You put your hand into them and 
with them you can brush your whole body. Be careful though in situations where there is 
venous stasis. In cases of venous stasis, advise them to brush very gently, and always in the 
direction of the heart. Otherwise, one may brush briskly, in a circular motion. Afterwards, take 
a hot shower followed by a quick very cold shower. You take a combination hot and cold 
shower afterwards. 
 
 There are many patients who are afraid of cold water-and it would be good if you tried 
this yourself. You only have to do it twice. First give yourself a shower with hot water, for as 
long as it pleases you. Then close the drain on the bathtub, while standing in the hot water. 
And now you do the cold water shower in the following manner. You are standing in the 
bathtub running the shower. What would we spray with the cold water first? Legs. Which leg. 
The limb of body that is most distant from the heart? The trick to it is proper breathing. First 
take in a big deep breath, and at the moment you spray your right leg you have to exhale. 
Take in a breath, and as you exhale spray-spray up to the hip and back down. And then the 
other leg, but you have always got to inhale first. What is really uncomfortable when you are 
using cold water showers, is if there is no air intake. If you have no air, then you get these 
cramps. 
 
 The next thing you do is inhale again. Bring in the air, then do right arm, left arm, and 
then the south pole. And then, again inhale and do the chest, the breast,,and the face. That 
is it! You don't have to do your back; if you want to, once you have had practice doing this, 
you can. But be careful with people who have neck problems-don't let them do cold water on 
the back of their necks. It's best just to do the frontal part of the body. This is a way to get 
circulation going-a way to really shore up the circulation. So if you are tired, this is a good 
pick-me-up, and every patient should do this during the cure every morning and every night. 
Then they get a nice reddish tone to the skin-it detoxifies, via the skin-and they immediately 
feel better. 
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 It is especially important for those of you who have head pain, head congestion. 
When you dry brush yourself and do this kind of shower you immediately become more lively 
and feel better. I would ask that you please do this morning and evening. Always ending with 
the cold water, but not for a long time-once up and once down, once up and once down, and 
afterward quickly dry yourself with a towel. It's a training exercise for the circulation. 
 
 9.  In the evenings: Go to bed early at in the evening, (maybe I should say go'to 
sleep early in the evening). Leave a space for the time, so you can advise them what time to 
go to bed, and then mention, with moist heat application on the abdomen. And now back to 
his comments. What time should a patient go to bed? The earlier the better. During this cure 
process, in the morning you are fresh and in the evening at times you are exhausted. From a 
technical standpoint you ask the patient what time they normally go to bed. And whatever 
time they answer, you automatically make it earlier than they said. Then here in black and 
white, in that blank, you've written down the time he is to go to bed. Then he can show that to 
his wife-"I've got to go to bed at this time". Q: What time does Dr. Nelson recommend? A: 
21:00 hours (9 PM.), and for some, at 20:00 hours (8 PM.). 
 
 Q: About the moist heat application. I will tell you again how to do this. You take a 
thin towel, dip it into warm water, wring it out and wrap it around the hot water bottle. And this 
you then put it on your stomach. This also helps you go to sleep. The patient should fall 
asleep with this, and if it becomes a problem or bothers him, pull it out and throw it on the 
floor. I recommend that you do your hot water bottle in the evenings too. But not extremely 
hot, because otherwise it will disturb you. And now to the last point. These are like the Ten 
Commandments of the Bible. 
 
 10.  These are the forbidden aspects. Already in this pre-cure phase you forbid a 
few items that are not good for them. First of all, coffee from coffee beans and sugar (sweet 
items, chocolate, candy, items like that). Next, fruit. Fundamentally we are not against fruit, 
but during the pre-cure one should avoid fruits that have a lot of cellulose. The cellulose 
would not be good for the cure. And also, many of them are coming to you on the basis of 
having a lot of health food type ideas-such as the Schnitzer Diet in Germany, Dr. Brukers' 
diet approach, and other things like this where one gets too much raw food. And it's good to 
forget this at once because any of them would be too much. The next thing is alcohol, 
followed by fats and hard to digest foods. And then nicotine. We try to get the patient off 
nicotine. But it's not possible with all people. In that case, we bargain with them as to the 
maximum amount of cigarettes allowed-write down five cigarettes, or something like that. We 
negotiate. And the final point, medications. Commentary on that ... 
 
You now have to ask the patient what medications they are on? And most safely you can 
cross some of them off. Some you may have to allow them to continue taking. That depends 
on the individual case. Fundamentally though, we try to eliminate the medications. And if 
something really is necessary, then as much as possible, we use something homeopathic or 
biological in its place. 
 
 I’ve got a few other general comments on my form, but I'm only going to tell them to 
you. It's not something you absolutely have to have on your forms. There is a 
recommendation that the book should be thoroughly studied-that is the patients' book on 
NATURAL intestinal therapy [Erich Nelson, M.D.; Health through inner body cleansing; Haug 
Verlag, Heidelberg, West Germany], of which you all now have a copy. Have them study it. 
That's it! 
 
 The book is so important because often only one member of the husband wife team 
comes to the practice. The other partner doesn't understand why all of a sudden his loved 
one is eating only so little. So mostly then in the evenings they can read this book together, 
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and the other one gets the idea-ahhh that's why. And then, very often the other partner of the 
husband-wife team will also start on this pre-cure diet. These are some of the 
interconnections. 
 
 Now we are going to have a quick break. Any questions? Q: Inaudible. A: I would say 
all raw vegetables and fruits are forbidden-all raw foods. We want to eliminate at once the 
cellulose items, because cellulose does not really digest, and blocks the protection aspect of 
the cure. We are not doing a long term protection here, just for the period of the cure. 
Eliminate those things with cellulose in them, and fats-thus those are two of the things that 
we have written down. During this pre-cure stage the person can eat almost anything he 
wants with the exception of the few little things that are forbidden. 
 After one week of this pre-cure, you will already see signs of improvement or the 
patient will feel better. You are not getting the initial healing crises because you are slowly 
leading into it. This is a softer medical approach. We'll talk more about this. Q: Cooked fruits? 
A: Cooked is a little better, but cooked or uncooked, we want to get rid of fruits for the period 
of the pre-cure. Also, it is better not to take raw vegetables. Q: All raw food in general, is that 
the idea? A: Yes, especially sauerkraut and beans everything that burdens should be left off. 
Sugar is bad because it starts to ferment. Not just beans, but legumes-the whole class of 
legumes. The patient has to chew really, really fanatically, so that they start protecting in this 
pre-phase. You will be amazed at the results you will see after one week, even though so 
little was forbidden. Like people who have lost four kilos (almost nine pounds), with just one 
week on this. Pork products should be avoided. (Discussion) But they are hard to digest-the 
legumes are hard to digest. This is known. We'll talk more about advice on nutritional aspects 
later, but these diet instructions are very clear and you will see the results. 
 
 The form of the abdomen changes, there is weight loss, and the patient feels better if 
he follows these Ten Commandments. This is a therapy you can give to anybody. Q: In 
America they give a lot of castor-oil, which is a moist heat; castor-oil packs on the abdomen. 
I was wondering if Dr Nelson was familiar with that and if it would be all right as well? The 
castor-oil rubbed on the abdomen and the towelplaced below a heatingpad. A: The oil 
actually hinders proper detoxification through the skin. We want to pull out the toxins. The oil 
does make the heat stronger-that is okay-but it's better for detoxification to use a moist 
warmth in the manner you have been told. The goal is to detoxify. You can also put hay bags 
on it, and there also are other heat packs that could be used. 
 
 Ten minutes after we finish eating lunch, those of you who wish to do so can take a 
walk with me to the "Lanserhof ". It's going to take half an hour to three quarters of an hour to 
walk it one way. We will go slowly and gently, and then we'll visit the "Lanserhof " and take a 
little tour of the facilities. That is the place where your brochure is from. And then, we'll walk 
through the forest back to here. For those of you who are unable to walk that distance, we 
will drive you there. Dr. Wilson has rented a little bus and can take you there, or for instance, 
if you make it there and are too tired to walk back, we'll drive you back. 
 
 At 18:00 hours (six o'clock) you'll have your evening tea, and then you will go to bed 
early. First brush yourself-a towel will do in a pinch-then you take your showers. I wish you 
already a good sleep. Other than that, there is nothing else officially on the program for 
today. The exception being, those of you who are scheduled for a massage at the "Lanserhof 
" this afternoon. 
 
Dr Wilson speaking- How many are scheduled for a massage? Those of you who are 
sheduled for a three o'clock. appointment, we will take you over there with our bus, or if you 
walk with Dr. Nelson, you will be there on time. After your massage, we'll bring you back, 
unless you would rather walk. The massages are scheduled every half hour so we will be 
back and forth there and can return you to here . It' is an orange colored VW van that says 
"Inter-Rent" on it. Keep an eye out for us and we will bring you back or take you there from 
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the hotel. Dr Nelson speaking: We have no required program in the afternoon for a reason. 
That means if you would like to do something together, that will not be a problem. If the 
weather was a little better we could take the gondola up to the top of the mountain. From 
there you can wander around-walk around real -nice-on a very level. path at 2,000 meters 
(approx. 6,500 feet) altitude. But let's wait a little while, because I figure by the end of the 
week the weather will be nice, and the snow will be gone. 
 There are other possibilities that we could do as well and we can talk about that later. 
But for the cure itself you really need a quiet afternoon. The cure and course require a lot of 
strength. It's good if you go for a little walk in the region and familiarize yourself with the 
locality. There is a bus that will take you to Innsbruck. And, a very interesting ride on a 
streetcar-type railway that takes you into Innsbruck from here as well. I would especially 
recommend that streetcar-the railway car-it's really nice. We can talk about this later, but 
generally the afternoon should be utilized to refresh yourself. It would also be good to review 
in the afternoons,, what we have covered in these morning sessions. Possibly this might give 
you some specific questions-write them down and we'll make a separate hour of time, just for 
questions. As much as is possible, I'll answer them. 
 
 Maybe it would be good if someone who has exactly copied down the ten points we 
have outlined, could write them out real nice and pass them around to be sure everyone has 
them. Dr Nelson: This is something which is extremely important. A structure ' or framework 
that is very important. You will. also get a framework like that for stationary (inpatient) 
treatment. Everything may seem clear to you now, but three months from now some of the 
points may been forgotten, and then you won't get the good results. Today, I've really only 
got in mind to examine a few of you to give advice on whether we should individualize your 
treatment. Tomorrow we will pair you up in order to start learning the "Manual Abdominal 
Treatment". 

(Dr. Nelson starts doing examinations.) 
This is always the first thing he reaches for (the cheek). With just a little practice you can 
draw a lot of good conclusions. from just that one touch. The tonus of the skin represents the 
tonus of the intestinal tract. His tonus is really good. Eyes; if you look real close you will see 
a little bit of a yellow tone to them. We could divide this into different stages. It's ideal if it is 
completely white; if it's completely yellow (jaundiced) as in hepatitis, that is very bad. You 
could make four levels in graduations in between. Subicterus one, subicterus two, three, and 
four. He has subicterus one. Open your mouth. His tongue is relatively good. He has a little 
bit of tooth impression, and a little bit of a coating. Everything should really be like the tip of 
his tongue. You can see above there that it is all coated-but it isn't a bad tongue. Again, with 
the --tongue, stages one through four. And, then already in your induction examination you 
can write this down and record it. Then when you do comparisons, even over years, you 
have evaluation material. His thyroid is a little bit enlarged. There is the proper borderline at 
the level of the sixth rib. The mammary gland is the fourth rib, here is the fifth, and there is 
the sixth. The level of the sixth rib should be the middle position of the diaphragm. 
 
 For examining the abdomen, it's very important that the clothes can be shoved down 
far enough, because some of the abdomen is still there below the level of the belt line. We 
get a completely false picture if we look only above the belt line, because only down there 
can you see it. He has got something showing here that we like to see very much. Palpate 
here, the pubic symphysis, and above it there should be an indentations valley. It should be 
in the shape of a “U”. He's got a little bit showing there. If you think about the woman we had 
last night, second last-the hill that is on him is higher-was lower on her so everything was 
descended. Here it's completely better. Epigastric -angle is about 50'. Hers was 30'. This is 
still relatively good. For the dimension, the size of the abdomen - five finger widths-a 
relatively good measurement. You write that down and then you can control and check when 
the abdomen gets smaller. 
 
 I'm on the edge of the border of the liver with my fingertips-a good two finger widths 
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enlarged. You can also see when I push on there, it turns yellowish, so a little bit of an icterus 
situation in the abdominal area. Bilirubin is actually stored in the skin. That means his liver 
has already been burdened a couple of times quite strongly. Hepatitis, that would be one 
proof of it. Now, with the border of my thumb, I roll over the ascending colon, and if you are 
quiet you might hear something-do you hear the gurgling? What is that? It's the "Natural 
Digestive Salts" water. There are some people not taking Natural Digestive Salts", who also 
have that sloshing sound, and in that case it is a one hundred percent sure sign of 
inflammation of the small intestine. Because when the small intestine is working right it is 
actually absorbing-you should never have that sloshing sign. The only exception is the 
"Natural Digestive Salts" solution, because it has a concentration that is not absorbed 
through the small intestine. It's job is to flow through, from top to bottom, and here is where 
you can hear it. 
 

 This is also what I am doing right now, already as part of the treatment process, 
because when I move the ascending colon like that, I'm improving it's tonus. Now let's have 
a look at the descending. You do that with the palmer ridge-and it is still full. You were 
today perhaps not enough on the toilet, because that is still full. If with my hand I do the 
upper or the descending like this, and it's a healthy situation ', then after a short period of 
time it has to empty itself. It has to pass its contents on farther because of the stimulation 
I'm doing. Part of it is allowing it, but the other portion is going spastic, and this for him 
would be a little bit uncomfortable I'm sure. Now let's have a look at the small intestine. That 
should have to do with the whole health aspect of the digestion, and what you are palpating 
is the resistance. Once I overcome the resistance, I come to the small intestine, and in this 
case it is slightly inflamed. What I'm doing does not make him happy. You can exactly 
palpate the points of maximum Inflammation. Push on it and it will hurt. 

 
 Now let's do percussion. You have to first of all palpate the symphysis, and then you 
percuss it. If there is pain there, that tends to indicate problems with the urinary bladder, 
possibly even prostate. In women the fallopian tubes and the urinary bladder. There is the 
small intestine already, and-this is not very comfortable for him. It should generally be right 
there, because here all you've got are muscles. You should have the same feeling in both 
places. Here is the maximum, a little bit of a point to –that and this always means 
inflammation. Now let's have a look at the stomach. That is a sign that the stomach is not 
inflamed. Now once we start getting back up toward the liver, that shouldn't hurt. The liver is 
enlarged and it is going in that direction-palpate there, actually over the liver. There is the 
bladder region, the small intestine, stomach, and here right up there in the angle is the liver. 

 
 Now the left edge of the large intestine; then the right. Spastic small intestine here; 
spastic descending colon. Chronic liver. In his case he should really be taking the base 
powder. Are you taking it? Put your forehead on your hands. When the intestine is not in 
order, most usually you will find problems with the cervical vertebrae being involved. In 
these cases I would recommend a chiro-therapeutic treatment. There is a small deposit, but 
nothing to worry about. Q: Why should you adjust it when nothing is out? A: If you give him 
chiropractic treatment there, he will feel better and will be able to have more 
motion-because this is somewhat blocked when you have painful areas there. Did I 
interpret the question right? He is saying that there is no actual disc damage or 
misalignment so why have manipulation. Are you a chiropractor? No. No. I see in this case 
the cervical vertebrae-it first of all freezes the motion in the neck, and with manipulation, the 
intestine is improved as a result of it. He will immediately feel better and when the intestine 
gets better the two of them will help each other. You don't have to repeat the chiropractic 
treatment all the time-one time will be enough. (Asked of person being examined:) Do you 
know something about this? 

 
 Supplementing additions to the treatment will help him, it can have a casual effect to 
the intestine. But this has gone on so long that this is a problem in its own right. It is our task 
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to work on a fundamental holistic level with a method that won't hurt him and could probably 
help him to feel better overall. No vast manipulation, just gentle movement. I treat with heat. 
When you know you have pain there something is wrong. 
 
 Relatively good eyes. This is also good. You see some recesses in there and it is 
very white. These tears (rips), the stronger they are the more it indicates an acid burdening. 
Your tongues will look different in one week. For some, during the detoxification process they 
will turn completely white, they will look worse. Here it is. Such a high standing diaphragm. 
He's got the so-called pear shape form-wide at the top and then becoming smaller. It means 
everything is pulled up higher. You can see that the abdomen, the stomach, is somewhat 
falling in. And there is the start of a ditch-a groove starting there-this is probably due to the 
cure. There is that "U-shaped" groove already. He has got a little better relief to the abdomen 
than some of the others we have seen, but a relatively large angle, maybe 100'. One finger 
enlarged liver, a little bit yellowish there, again it signifies a liver burdening. With such a big 
sear, you can count on adhesions. 
 
 Ascending is completely empty, you have already had a bowel movement today. You 
can tell the patient a lot of things about them that you know from your findings without asking. 
All he really can say is yes, yes, yes, and when this is the case the patient knows he can 
trust the doctor, because the doctor understands these things without asking questions. Here 
in the small intestine, it hurts, just a little bit. You are going to react real good to this, your 
diaphragm will lower and your liver will shrink again. This all tends to indicate you will have a 
good success from this cure, as much as two weeks can possibly allow. 
 
 You will see once we get to the small intestine-there it starts, it's uncomfortable-and 
there it stops. A little bit there too, so the stomach's involved slightly. Then up over here, at 
the liver. Now he will feel it. A slight enlargement of the liver, a little bit of yellow; hepatic 
percussion. You see the yellow finger ridges showing-that alone tells you that once the liver 
was very heavily burdened. Apparently because of his peritonitis, which goes to the liver and 
burdens it strongly Because of the burdened liver, he has this high diaphragmatic situation. 
He wouldn't have to necessarily have such a high standing diaphragm because of the 
abdomen-it's not that big. But because of the burdened liver and the peritonitis, the 
diaphragm was shoved up high to make room for the liver.  
 
 Let's look at this on him too-this point that I have-the xiphoid process. Now look at 
which side is wider, left or right-you have to see this, please, all of you look at this. He has 
the so-called liver enlargement over here on the spleen. A bulge. Put your hand right square 
in the middle and measure from there-see on the right hand side of the process it's wider. 
We'll measure it from here. You can measure this with a tape measure. Again verify it in his 
situations vital factor. You look at him and his face is in very good shape, but there are a few 
things here that have gotten away on him. Undoubtedly, the main disorder was an intestinal 
problem. Because he had a perforated appendix and got peritonitis, the liver was heavily 
burdened and we've got liver damage as a result. This sick liver needs more room. It has 
raised up the diaphragm, expanded above the thorax on that side and caused this typical 
liver bulge. You can see his eyes aren't telling as much, but there is the yellowness that you 
can see upon percussion, showing Inflammation. 
 
 We will look at him standing in a moment, but let's have a look at his back first. You 
see he has got a lot of stored material here. This hurts. Look at the yellow stripes as we 
move the fingers down. Now the kidney point. Does it hurt? Would you stand up please. The 
left side is pulled up higher and the right is -Especially higher, pulling up the whole thoracic 
cage. It's not as clear as I had hoped to demonstrate to you. But when the liver is strongly 
burdened there is a difference there-often the right side goes higher. All of you will get a turn 
at it; but we have time for one more. 
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 Good vitality. A little bit yellow in there-stage two to three. A few tooth impressions 
along the side of the tongue, and a little bit of a light, milky coat. About the level of the fifth 
rib, maybe a little higher than that. The angle, pretty nice, 30' or so. Now look at the point of 
the abdomen. We have to be able to palpate down to the pubic symphysis, otherwise you 
can't do an examination. I'm right on the pubic synthesis. Now let's look at the size of the 
abdomen; almost four finger widths. There is the sloshing sound. This is a check to see that 
she is actually taking her "Natural Digestive Salts". The descending is empty so she has had 
a good bowel movement today already. But she has a chronic small intestine problem. I 
press a little bit there and it certainly doesn't make her happy Also, there is, without-a doubt, 
a lot of adhesions in there. This is a typical spastic small intestine situation. 
You have to know that the key organ for the entire digestion, is the small intestine. The organ 
that regular medicine has forgotten about. Then the condition of the small intestine to a large 
extent defines the condition of the liver. Not the other way around. You really only feel that 
when the liver is acutely involved. 
 

 Always palpate the symphysis first, then percuss the urinary bladder. That (scar) is 
nothing to admire, and as supplementary therapy, I would treat it with neural therapy. It is 
very important. Pull yourself together-there is a scar in that area, and for that reason the 
small intestine is involved. We can also improve the scar with “Johanniskrautöl" 
(Saint-John's-wort oil; Hypericum oil), which softens up the scar. If I push right there on the 
scar, if feels like a hard rope under my fingers. It's got a tendency to shrink together and so 
just to maintain your own health, from time to time, it should be treated. This is very 
uncomfortable now. You can feel it yourself then, that there is a little bit of resistance here 
to it. Okay? Q: The shape of her stomach, is that any indication? Her navel goes in and this 
seems to be higher here --- this indentation. Does that tell us anything? I know that this 
bulge indicates inflammation of the small intestine. A: Yes. But does this say anything? It is 
also a little bit too high. This is a burdening-inflammation, in that area. It should be more 
collapsed. 

 
 You see the contour of the stomach there, there is the stomach, that is the end of it. 
Breakfast has not yet come out of the stomach. It's staying in her a little bit too long 
perhaps. The cervical vertebrae are also burdened here. Lots of stuff stored here. When the 
abdomen is sick for a long time, then the entire thoracic cage is pushed higher. In this area 
here, the trapezium muscle, you get a buildup of lactic acid and other residual traces. You 
can prove this to yourself very quickly-you only have to push for a little moment, and it 
hurts. 

 
 And now you see a hyperlordosis. We'll have a look at her standing in a minute. Often 
we find much difference there between one and the other. You see this hyperlordosis is 
backed here-there is the maximum of the lordosis, mostly on others it's lower. She is 
compensating the abdominal damage by sticking the behind out further, and she's got a 
little bit of what's known as the 'duck posture'. That is shown on Page 26 of your textbook. 
When the abdomen becomes smaller-which is difficult for her because of the adhesions-this 
will measurably decrease. If I make a straight line we end up back here, but instead it's on 
that. Okay, now you should all lie down and for half an hour with moist heat on your 
abdomen. Comment. Ann is hypoglycemic. 

 
 During this cure you can never allow yourself to be hungry. In emergency cases, a 
couple little pieces of roll will do fine. You will see in, a few days you don't need to do that at 
all. There is a changeover period and after that it's not a problem. The first question one 
has to ask is "Are you eating correctly, and how much are you eating?" You don't have to 
eat just one (roll), you could eat five if you wanted to. You are not restricted to one. 
(Discussion) You feel satisfied after one, but you just get hungry later. This is still a very 
undisciplined stomach and intestinal tract. It must learn that it has to make do on two meals 
a day. There is a little bit of degeneration there from so many meals during the day, but in a 
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couple of days you will manage it. If you have a lot of hunger at times and drinking doesn't 
help, then eat a few pieces of "Semmel" (roll) between meals. But as time goes on you will 
need less and less of such in-between snacks. 

 
 Man has to be able to live with two meals a day, and if he can't manage it then 
something is wrong. And whatever is wrong now has to be brought back into order. But you 
will see that very soon it will be better. Apparently you ate a lot of times throughout the day. 
In other words what you are taking for breakfast for instance, you are not yet getting full 
value out of. Normally one mealtime should last you for five hours. 
 
 Q: When I woke up this morning my throat was congested; it's better now, but I 
also had very cold feet. A: Have you had that throat problem a lot before? That congestion 
(inaudible mumble). Maybe you have a little bit of a cold. It feels better now. All right. The 
cold feet are explainable because you are taking in less of a caloric intake of nutritional stuff. 
It would be good if you took a little bit of a hot bath before you went to bed, or also put the 
hot water bottle on your feet. This is almost normal during the cure, if you feel a bit colder. 
Above all, for the person who has very little reserve strength-like in your case, we observed 
you earlier-if it-, becomes too uncomfortable, we'll add a little bit of cottage cheese or 
something along with the roll. 
 
 Q: What about eating the roll and getting congestion; allergies to them? A: If 
these symptoms persist we may change you over to eating oatmeal, instead of the actual 
roll. We have many possibilities to take care of allergies and what not. But first we have to 
establish that it really exists from the wheat of the rolls. Q: How are you going to establish 
that he has a wheat allergy? A: If his symptoms continue and get stronger and stronger then 
we will simply convert him over. It could be better tomorrow. So it isn't specifically established 
that he is allergic to the wheat. Right? Right. There could be a connection, a relationship. 
This type a picture can change itself hourly. He only has to react to it for a couple of days, if it 
is increasing it's strength. 
 
 How are you doing today? Very little stool. A light yellow color and very little of it, but 
now no headaches. I had headaches up until last night though. The quantity of stool during 
the cure differs, with different people, because you are eating very little-and so there doesn't 
have to be much stool. The quantity that is showing in this glass (being held up) is sufficient. 
Often it could be ten times this much. It really differs. But it is good that you made the general 
comment about it. However, there should not be any odor to it. There is still some odor? Yes. 
You will notice that the malodor will become less and less as the cure progresses. It could 
even happen that it is. completely golden yellow and all of a sudden you get dark brown 
stool. This could be residual material that was clinging to the walls. Or, you might for 
example -et a whole body massage, and toxins are released out of the tissue into the blood 
stream, and then into the intestines. So you could for an hour or two have a very malodorous 
stool as a result. We have to know that deposits from the joints, go into the lymph and blood 
supply, and a portion thereof goes into the intestines as excrement. Although a very bad 
stool doesn't necessarily mean that there were such toxins in the intestine-they could be 
toxins from the entire body 
 
 Now maybe a few words about the question, "What are these residual waste 
materials?" He is asking, what are they? How about a couple of examples of something you 
could think of. Heavy metals and chemicals. How could we see that there are these 
residuals? For example, if you have knots (tophi) around the joints. Or you turn your neck like 
this and you get a cracking noise-by many, not all. Or as the knees are moved, you hear a 
noise. We see it every day as we examine the back of the patient. You see it as I am 
pinching together the tissue on the back-if there is pain when I do that-there are deposits in 
there. So with a little bit of practice you can palpate this. Cellulitis for example, gall stones, 
kidney stones, deposits in the vessels, sclerosis; these are all residual waste materials. This 
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is stored first in the -fatty tissue. 
 
 Someone here mentioned chemicals. That is correct, first they go into the fatty 
tissues, and then into other tissues. Connective tissue, and so on-there are many tissues 
where it is stored. First the least important tissues are affected, such as the fatty tissue and 
tendons. And generally when this is filled up, others start to get involved. Thus, it comes to a 
real aging-an overageing of the tissue. So one of these detoxification cures is actually a 
regeneration. Making one more youthful again-regeneration. You will all see that you have 
more flexibility and motion afterwards, because these toxic materials come out of the tissues. 
As people get older they get very stiff and have a hard time moving, which is caused by 
these kinds of deposits in the tissue. 
 
 Q: I feel quite well, but I have an elimination problem. It just doesn't want to come 
out even when I use the enema. I've had this elimination problem for an extended time. A: 
Continue doing that and it will start moving by itself But you can also take another shot of the 
"Natural Digestive Salts" at a second time in the day. For example, 11:30 or 12:00, for your 
second portion. How about you? I'm feeling basically okay, the only thing is that I have some 
facial blemishes. So your toxins are coming out. We always see that, that is a normal 
process-that is good. It means the deposits were already in the region of the skin and now 
that they are coming out, you will be done with them. All of these things that you had before 
that were sort of subtle and hiding in there, can now come to the forefront, but then they will 
disappear. 
 
 I am feeling cold in my hands and feet, and last night I got a headache. Maybe it 
would be good if you drank a lot of hot water or hot teas., This is the same problem as we 
had before. Mostly with time it will improve-when the body has change itself over to a more 
economical eating situation. A healthy body can adapt itself to varying environmental factors 
very quickly. So if it is going poorly for you, in this process we are training that ability to 
adapt. We are training the body for better adaptation. (Inaudible) ... tension on the shoulder 
here. In this case one could consider taking the "Gold Drops". When somebody is very tired 
we also consider the possibility of giving a few of these drops (shows another bottle) on the 
tongue. It's. called "Carmol" and it is drops-an herbal mixture. Within two or three minutes 
you will already feel the pickup in your energy. It's made by the Schmidgall pharmaceutical 
firm in Vienna. Almost every apothecary shop or pharmacy (in Austria!) will have this. Do you 
want to try a few drops? You can pass the bottle around. 
 
 Dr Wilson speaking.- We'll continue talking while that's going around... This is a 
brochure from Dr. Nelson's clinic in Maria Wörth-Dellach (Carinthia, Austria). I only have one 
copy, Dr. Coburn loaned it to me. I wanted you to see a picture of where it's situated. On the 
inside front cover and the last two pages from the end, you have good photos of where the 
clinic is. I have seen. it, and can assure you that it’s beautiful and of course much bigger than 
the one here. The one here in lgls (Lanserhof) is a sister clinic to the one in that brochure 
we're passing around. 
 
 Dr Nelson: That is the mother establishment and the one here is a sister clinic. The 
cure of Dr. Nelson consisted entirely of diet, abdominal treatment, and the "Natural Digestive 
Salts" solution. As students of his, we have expanded this and added other measures that 
are suitable for it, and fit together with it. For example, massage and the Kneipp 
approach-water therapy. Most of you yesterday tried walking in the cold water wading pool, 
and you were very surprised by it. You all noticed that it increased the circulation. And then 
we have added a number of other supplementary measures to this Natural-Cure, for 
example, autosuggestion and homeopathy. As a result we have more of a rounded out 
approach-more of a rounded out total program. That is necessary for the, conditions 
(disorders) that we have today, versus those that Natural had many years ago. 
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 One of the participants talking about personal problems. For a day or two we will 
continue what you are on now, and in a couple of days add a little-bit more food to your 
diet-add something to the rolls. But we will have a little conference about this. It's important 
for you to take the circulation drops if you are very tired. You have those "Gold Drops"? Yes. 
Are you taking them? Yes. Five times a day you can take them. 
 Discussion and questions about tiredness. In your case this could be expected. The 
hot water bottle is extremely important. And the base powder, three times a day. This mixture 
is mainly sodium bicarbonate, although it is somewhat improved (with a few other 'basic' 
substances). If you don't have this base powder, you can just give sodium 
bicarbonate-pharmaceutical quality, not the kitchen grade. One teaspoon in a quarter liter of 
warm water. How about you? I've been doing very well. Hot water bottle; and especially 
during the cure you should dress warmly if you are going outside. You get less caloric action 
from your food and don't have as much internal warmth. And you? I've been doing a lot 
better I was tired, but I'm not tired today. I feel a lot better That's the way it goes! 
 
 Normally the Natural physician doesn't ask the patient how it is going, but rather can 
see how it is going from the patient. He has managed to learn the diagnostics and viewing of 
the patient, and is able to by himself get those aspects from the patient without asking. When 
we look at you now, you've got a nice facial color. You look very much better today. 
Yesterday you had a greenish tint to your face. Today you already look very good. Later on 
we will have a look at some of these individuals and see some of these aspects. We have to 
be able to recognize ourselves, how it is going for the patient, so that we are not dependent 
on his own subjective complaints. Dr. Nelson, when he met somebody, didn't ask how is it 
going? But instead said, let me see how it's going for you. Then he reached there to test the 
tonus, and said, today I'm not happy with your progress or I'm very happy with your progress. 
Often we have these patients that just complain and complain and complain. And when you 
see they are getting better, you could say without a doubt, that it is already going better for 
you. 
 
 The next couple of days you will feel for yourself how you are going upwards and 
improving. This subjective aspect is relatively uninteresting. What is important are the 
objective improvements. To be a physician, in the view of the patients, you have to be the 
stronger of the two. So the patient is going to try to tell you about his complaints, but you as 
the physician instead tell him how it's going for him. So it's good of course, if you have 
diagnostic criteria for evaluating this. Next please. It's getting (inaudible, but presumably 
about stool color). it never will get to be the true metal gold that you can cash in. Laughter. 
 
 You have an ulcer? Discussion. You probably will never need to take more antacids 
as long as you take the base powder. It's much better because it has an immediate 
neutralization effect, and is without any side effects. Stomach ulcers, duodenal ulcers are not 
a problem as far as our approach. 
 
 Discussion. We understand that some of you maybe ran out of toilet paper last night, 
so we told the hotel to put in an extra reserve-an emergency supply. They will probably put it 
behind glass (like the fire extinguishers in the hallway). Laughter. Dr. Nelson sees remaining 
glasses of "Natural Digestive Salts" that weren't taken this morning. Who has not taken their 
"Natural Digestive Salts" this morning? Some were up to the rooms last night. 
  
 You can take the "Natural Digestive Salts" overnight solution up to your room at night 
so that you don't have to be here at seven o'clock in the morning. But it has to be taken at 
seven o'clock in the morning, and there still should be activity. If the cleansing goes with just 
one dose of it, and that gives you a satisfactory cleansing, it's not necessary to take more. 
However, if somebody is not getting any elimination, they should take it two times. Never 
increase the dose, like going to two spoonfuls in the glass. There are some patients who 
pour two glasses of the overnight solution together and then take them, that is a failure-a 
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mistake in the cure process. 
 
 The concentration of the "Natural Digestive Salts" is isotonic-like isotonic saline-the 
concentration of the blood. Therefore, it is not absorbed into the blood, but rather flows 
through the intestine-in and out. It is just a gurgling flow through. Inaudible questions. No, it is 
not absorbed, because it is isotonic. It is of the same saline concentration as the blood. If you 
make it in a higher concentration, then it can already cause difficulty-irritation. The "Natural 
Digestive Salts" solution is a physiological solution. You can drink more of it, but not in a 
different concentration. Drink as much fluid as you want after you take it, or I'd better say 
anything that you should be drinking. Laughter 
 
 Discussion. When it is going good, ten days on the milk and roll diet. Then, every day 
you get a little bit more. On the last day, as guests of the "Lanserhof", we will have a "Mild 
Elimination Diet" meal. At that time you will be told exactly how to continue it further and what 
happens next-because you have to make a bit of an after cure (post-cure) as well. You can't 
jump immediately from this rigid diet into a normal diet but that will all be exactly discussed. 
Discussion about what to eat on the plane going home. Do you know you can phone the 
airline and order anything you want to eat on the way home. You can tell them what kind of a 
diet meal you want, and they will have it for you. You can also take something with you. You 
can take a few rolls with you. Laughter A little doggy bag. 
 
 You start with the pre-cure that we discussed yesterday, followed by the normal cure 
approach. Then you need to again, slowly come out of it. What happens after the cure, we 
will talk about later. You are already thinking too far ahead. It all will be covered in this 
course. Maybe hold onto your questions for awhile. Yesterday we spoke about the pre-cure. 
When there are not many acute problems existing, one does this pre-cure phase. For at least 
one week. After one week, you reexamine the patient and according to the results of your 
examination, you set the -patient's further diet and cure plan. Unless there are acute 
problems-if there are no acute problems that is what you will do. Naturally, if someone has a 
very acute situation, you can put them onto the milk and rolls immediately. 

Woman talking... 
 
 Continued on Page 60 of the following material, namely, the original transcript that I 
have been working from. Dr. Isla Cottrell, one of the participants at this May 1987 course in 
Austria, spent hundreds of hours on that original transcript (working from two different tape 
recordings to make sure that nothing was missed in tape changes, etc.), and I sincerely 
thank her for the unselfish time and effort she put into it. I myself, as the translator of Dr. 
Nelson for that entire two week course, have already spent almost one hundred hours on 
clarifying, editing and proofreading what you have read so far-after having electronically 
scanned it into my fancy desktop publishing system computer. 
 
 Unfortunately, I am only three days away from leaving for New Zealand and 
Melbourne, Australia (where we are doing a modified version of our four day "Putting it all 
together" seminar/workshop), and a badly needed few days of summer vacation before and 
after Melbourne. Therefore, I can not spend even another hour on this transcript, as much as 
I would like to have had it completely finished for you. I hope the forty pages of it that I did 
get finished, representing fifty-nine pages of the original transcript-about half of it-will at least 
give you some assistance in reading through the remaining original pages. It also may give 
you some idea of the work I have already put into it although there are likely still some errors. 
 
Study this entire transcript diligently if you were not at this course in Austria with us, for you 
will be examined on the theory aspects of both parts (what I have already gone through and 
the remaining pages of the original transcript). Your certificate depends on it. The Whistler 
program is a practicum week (hands-on, practical aspects only) with very little repeat of 
actual theory. We'll see you there! Now it's time for a shot of "Natural Digestive Saltse" to 
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start preparing myself for the fourteen hour plane flight. With best wishes, I remain.  
 
 
 
what you will do. If someone, of course, has a very acute situation, you can put them 
immediately on milk and roll. Woman talking. Yes, if we have an acute situation going on 
here, you want to get, them immediately on the milk and seminole (roll) so that you can give 
them immediate help and don't have to lose a week's time with some pre-cure for a week. 
This on the individual cases. Discussion. I can only tell you that 95% of the cases you take 
into a pre-cure phase, after a week at the latest, you do a control examination. And now what 
happens next depends on how the patient has reacted to this. So you could either, for 
example order the, milk/roll cure or the milder phase of it. The mild elimination diet. This is a 
general light protective foodstuff and we will talk about this more. There are some patients 
that we leave in this pre-cure phase f or a while longer because they are reacting so good to 
it, then we simply continue doing this same pre-cure. Then we maybe add a few extra 
measures to this pre-cure treatment, according to the individual situation.- Maybe 
psycho-therapy, neural therapy, or hydro therapy, massage, and so on. A cure like this can 
take a long time. A mild cure like this could take three months. Therefore this advice that the 
faster the fasting of this the quicker the train is going to get where it is going to go. Where it is 
necessary start milder, the train is going to go slower. 
There are a number of contra indications for a strong cure approach. Maybe we would like to 
think about these contra indications together. What do you think would be a contra indication 
to the strong approach. You could die. Yes that is a contra indication. The oldest patient I 
have had for a mild elimination diet was 96, but of course you couldn't do a strong diet. There 
are still some 80-year-olds who go on the milk/roll diet with good success, but you can't do it 
for very long. Ten days or so, so age is certainly a factor. Naturally, stuff like cancer, from a 
medical, legal standpoint one should already stay away from those kinds of disorders. For 
example after a radical operation of the cancer, it could be very successful. Then a good 
cure would be good. (Side 1 4- 1 3 is missing.) You can also do it with insulin dependent 
patients but one has to do a daily profile on them in order to monitor them. While he is 
continuing he needs less and less insulin. That is a little different and you need lots of 
experience to take those patients on. If it's a very intelligent patient you can work 
cooperatively with them. Heavy psychological problems, what's the difference between 
psychotics, neurotics and psychopaths? You don't have to notate this. The psychotic says 
"Two plus two is five but he doesn't care". The neurotic says "Two plus two is four, but he's 
suffering because of it, and the psychopath says "Two plus two is four, but the others are 
guilty of it". No psychopaths. Oh I'm sorry, correction here, Dr. Nelson misunderstood Dr. 
Newton. Dr. Newton said that spastic kids. That is an indication for the cure, a spastic colon. 
Please correct your notes immediately. Mogescrone is always a milk and carbohydrate 
allergy. If he doesn't take any more milk or carbohydrates, he will be very surprisingly better. 
This also bleeding ulcers, and ulcerous colit4is. Same thing. For the Mogescrone? Yes. 
DISCUSSION. First of all cereals, but it could be all carbohydrates, you have to test that out. 
Why the contra indications for the MS patients, I don't understand. The strats are spread 
apart in order to reduce themselves, but if they only expand a little bit they press on the 
specific nerves and the situation can degenerate. Then they will say you are to blame for 
that. So it's better if one doesn't deal with those kinds of patients in the first place. All disease 
deposits in the body are reduced in that at first they expand themselves, becomes larger and 
softer, then and only then becomes smaller. I remembering patient who had an entire arm 
completely full of miogelouses. She did the cure and the arm became almost double the size, 
and very strong pain. But everything felt softer and after a week, it reduced already and then 
she could move he,- arm 'completely. If a liver is bad for example,-it could happen '-that the 
cure works real good and the liver gets enlarged, much enlarged during the cure. But it was 
at first a very hard liver, and then it becomes softer, and after that it becomes smaller. This 
rebuilding, retro building effect is often an expansion first, before the contractors to normalcy. 
So normally this is no problem, but with MS this could be a very painful. What about alcohol 
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and drug dependent patients, street drugs? If they are willing to cooperate with you I would 
first of all, put them on a milk elimination diet and many of them you can help with it. But you 
know that to some extent some of these are psychological problems -already. During the 
cure they will all remain following your instructions, but when they get back into their own 
home environment there is a very good chance that they will go back to their old habits. It's a 
psychological question to some extent. An important contra indication against a strong cure 
is fear. About starving, about reactions, so if someone doesn't want to voluntarily go through 
this because of such fears, then leave them alone. Or just do a mild form. And nobody has 
got too much fear about the milder approach. You also wouldn't do too strong a cure with 
people who are seriously underweight. A very special case would be malabsorption and 
malnutrition situations. And there would be for sure good, if for a short period they were on 
the milk/roll diet and then you have to help him to get him out of that, and these people 
needs a lot of sea salt added, to get them out of it. A couple of you are taking sea salt 
already, who? This doesn't mean that all of you should do that, because the moment that you 
add salt you have to count that your reduction in weight will be less. It's only for special 
situations, this extra salt. We have many patients who are dependent upon chemotherapy. 
Psychopharmceuticals, we can't all of a sudden take this all away from them, we have to 
slowly reduce these drugs they use and, of course, do only a very light form of this cure in 
the process.  
Q.- What about people with immune deficiency diseases lake Aids? A. He doesn't have any 
experience with it, he wouldn't deal with it, and it is very problematic. Certainly I'm sure you 
can understand that a situation like a cure house, this would not be the type of patient you 
would want to have in your cure house from the psychological standpoint of the other 
patients. This is very, very important because when such half diseased people are walking 
around among the healthy people, the healthy ones don't feel good and have. if you are a 
spa clinic, you have to differentiate whether you are going to do heavy disorders, or perhaps 
sick and still healthy people. His two houses, spas, are of the viewpoint of maintenance of 
health, improvement of health, healing of chronic disorders and disturbances, but not the 
management of a heavy disease. There are other places that are specialized in the really 
heavy disorders such as cancer etc. Pregnancy? Pregnancy is a good indication for this for 
both the mother and child, also complications with are immediately eliminated. Quickly stops. 
Q.- What about patients who are pregnant that have migraine headaches for instants? A: 
Yes. Q:- Would they go right on the milk and roll? How would, you do the abdominal exam. 
A: With a pregnant woman you only do, the abdominal treatment on the sides, and he also 
mentioned children from 5 years on up are good cure patients.  
Q: How about when they are pregnant they always say they have to eat for two, and you 
might have them say well, I’ll starve the baby.  
A: The child takes what it needs. And the time afterwards will be much easier, the children 
are a little bit smaller, but they are healthy, they are not so puffed up and complications in 
pregnancy are minimized. There is also a cosmetic aspect to this. If a woman does a cure 
before or during the pregnancy, we have never seen the pregnancy striations come about.  
Q: Is there a good time to go through this in the pregnancy? 
A: The earlier the better.  
Q: About the child being healthy.  
A: A portion of the children today are too large, they are being born too large and puffed out. 
Maybe 3. Kilos in weight which is a normal, size and not as puffed lip. The mother then thinks 
heaven knows how large my child is going to get. Those people of you that are homeopaths 
know that the calcium carbonic type child, are pasty and get the milk crust. He hasn't seen 
any disadvantages to a Natural only make the patients point out that once they have taken 
one of these cures, their chance call having children is much improved. We point out to the 
patients that they are much more liable to conceive children  
They have to be warned. They get so healthy and virle that you have to tell them that a man's 
shorts should happen to walk through your room she could already be pregnant. Laughter-. It 
makes it very easy to conceive. Why? Because the whole genital region gets healthy, and 
the first female period during the cure, the cycle is much stronger, and often has a mal odor 
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to it. It is a cleansing of the genitals. And as a result the genital area is much easier to 
conceive.  
Q: Candida patients? Does he have cases of that? 
A: The defense energy becomes stronger and you can also do additional supplementary 
measures specifically for it.  
 
 
  Now for a new theme.  
The Manual Abdominal Treatment (MAT) according to Dr. Nelson. We call it an abdominal 
treatment, we don't call it a massage, because we are not masseurs. We are people who do 
treatments. This treatment is a combination of treatment and diagnostics. Every one of these 
abdominal treatments, is at the same time, a diagnosis and therapy. It would be a drastic 
mistake if you were to relinquish this treatment to a messeur for example. This treatment 
done wrong, if one for example, pressing too strongly on the abdomen at places, you could 
also, in certain cases, create a perforation of an ulcer for instance, of from a diverticulitis, or 
acute stolisitis. When you have learned a little bit about the diagnosis, then you know that 
there are some places the abdomen is very hard and you can't go into that and press 
brutally. The harder the abdomen is the more softer, gentler, your approach has to be. If 
there is a lot of spasm of the colon, then this more gentle treatment is actually more effective. 
Because with this treatment we imitate the action of the diaphragm. When the abdomen is 
healthy, the diaphragm moves readily up and down. If there are inflammations in the 
abdomen the diaphram action, is to a great extent blocked, and the motor for the movement 
aspect of the intestines are a very important factor in peristasis action is the movement 
activity of the diaphram. When the diaphram comes down, the interabdominal pressure 
increases, when the diaphram raises again, the interabdominal pressure is reduced, and 24 
hours a day, this is what happens. When, however, the abdomen is inflamed the diaphram, 
as a protective mechanism is blocked. This pressure, change of pressure, entirely makes it a 
difference. What we do, we immitate the activity of the diaphram in that from outside, we 
increase the pressure, and then reduce the pressure. Regarding the technical aspect of it, 
one -should do this with very soft, hands, like cat paws, soft, gentle. These gentle 
movements on the abdomen work to increase the circulation in that the lymph gets further 
movement, and that there is an elimination of the inflammation, a reduction of the 
inflammation factor. (Side 15) How long do you do this? As an average, 10 minutes, maybe 
15. Once you do a diagnosis, you see that the abdomen is getting softer, often getting warm, 
even, and often starts to perspire in the region of the abdomen. The places that were hard 
and curate, become soft and less hard, also you can see maybe an improvement of the 
circulation in the face. There are quite a number of changes there that are possible. That 
sometimes are so good, that Dr. Nelson stood the patient before the mirror before he gave 
this treatment showed him a few bad points, and then after he did the abdominal treatment, 
stood him in front of the mirror again and showed him the improvements. And now let’s go to 
this practical aspect. First of all I'm going to show you one of these abdominal treatments, 
and then you will, as far as it is possible under these circumstances, will pair up and attempt 
this for yourself.  
This should be fundamentally your first touch (the check) also when you are doing the MAT 
we don't immediately go to the abdomen, but rather we'd like to get an idea of the entire 
person. This is a really good vitality. Not much happening here. We also take a look at the 
teeth. You can see the tooth impressions. The tip of the tongue is clean, and the rest is not 
very coated.  
Q: Is there any special indications for the teeth ridges?  
A: A slight edema of the tongue. It has many causes. This is right, this is good, at the level of 
the 6th rib. The angle is too large, about 90’, the epigastric angle.  
 
 This right side appears to be a little bit wider. Look we have this bubble, this bulge, that 
is a light symptom for the gall bladder, 6 finger widths, the stomach is too large, when you 
touch it it-becomes too hard, also there is a little point to the abdomen. If you look at these 
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depression here and there, these are the radius starting thing happening in the cute. First the 
step built itself there, indent itself, it becomes smaller and the point of the abdomen becomes 
smaller-. Then you get this U-shaped format around the abdomen. The liver comes right to 
the edge of the rib cage, normal size. The large intestine is empty, but the small intestine is 
very blocked. When I push like this he won't like it. Over the other side, the right side we 
have the same situation. Push on -some other point and it won't hurt him at all, look at that, 
I'm very deeply in there. Doesn't hurt at all. There is no inflammation there, and there you can 
go deep, but here you can't do that, it's inflamed, it's uncomfortable for him. You also see that 
he sort of pulled this high because the pressure was uncomfortable. He's got deposits in 
here, look at that. In the subcutaneous fat, fatty tissue and the muscular, he has deposits. 
Does it hurt here? Nothing, do you feel anything? No. Okay. Here it looks -like he's got 
dialated pupils. Homeopathic belladonna would be indicated. There you see a little bit of 
conjunctivitis. This can come as a result of the tears themselves. Tears by him may contain a 
lot of toxic material, and are irritating the conjunctiva. There could be many other causes, 
visual disturbances- but. it is very often that the tear secretion are responsible. Then you see 
mostly then in that case, a brown stripe there, here it's only barely visible. At night the tears 
come out, and irritate the skin and you get a brown strip there. Here you can see it a little bit 
already. There are people who get this brown strip only on one side that is the side the 
people sleep on. A little bit milky coating on the tongue. Diaphram level of the 5th rib. Nice 
epigastric angle, could be a little bit smaller, but not much. Now look at the aortic pulsation, 
this should not be. This will only be carried further when there is a little bit of spasm in the 
aorta, because otherwise it doesn't come that far. Can you see it? And when you reach and 
put your hand on top of it, this reaches a little bit too hard. It doesn't like it. A little bit of the U 
showing up here, this is good, Four finger widths, let's have a look at the liver. One finger 
enlargement. And now on the ascending, which doesn't cause him any problems, and it also 
doesn't make the sloshing noise, the gurgling noise, so either the bittersaltz has already 
moved on, or it's already gone out, eliminated. Let's have a look here. This is not as nice, a 
little bit spastic. He doesn't like this also. But he certainly already had a bowel movement 
today. The small intestine with him is also not completely cured. Moving in, and there it's the 
same on the other side. The stomach and the small intestine is not nice. Now it starts getting 
uncomfortable for him, and there too, the stomach is not right. Now up to the liver area, it's 
always the same here. You see there all the place here there are these deposits, if I push 
just a little here, he already becomes uncomfortable. Kidneys, I must say the larger portion of 
those who I have examined are in a relatively good situation. One usually finds much, much 
more. Those are the patients we like the best, there are no big reactions, but they very 
clearly improve. Thank you. 
 Next, see I told you not to put your shirt and tie on. A little bit weaker than the previous 
victim. The tonus you can pull the skin out a bit further, but nothing bad. He is already a little 
older. Nothing outstanding. Oh, now look at these, this shows an acidity, those ridges, those 
tears, and the color, a little on the blue side. A little bit more carbondioxide in the blood. 
Almost right for the diaphram level, the epigastric angle too large, 800-900. You see the U 
there. When you see that U formation you know that the small intestine is somewhat in the 
correct placement already. Here are your two orientation points, and above this line joining 
the spines, there you see the small intestines. It is important for your treatment, because the 
treatment starts at the lowest border edge of the small intestine and nothing can then 
happen. And the treatment is like this, that we attempt to get this lower pole of the small 
Intestine in the hands and then slowly we increase and decrease the inter abdominal 
pressure, like this, and then coming back again. Go in, and come back out again. This we 
can do independent of his own respiration rate, or we can do it synchronous with his 
respiration rate. You-see he is breathing wrong, he is breathing thorax. He should be 
breathing with the abdomen, not with the thorax. Now he is doing it better. These are a few of 
the main movements of the MAT, and then these kinds of cat paw, soft gentle strokes. I'll 
show you many more lately. You tonify the intestine here, and if you look closely now, you 
will see that the U has actually become deeper and more pronounced. The step below the rib 
cage here is already increased. I'll check him a little bit more now, the liver is still one finger 
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width enlarged, now you will hear the gurgle. So a portion of the bittersaltz is still remaining in 
his ascending colon. And of course it is still in the descending. If I do this for very- much 
longer he will have to run to the bathroom quickly, I don't want to do that. It is very interesting 
here, however, how the package of the thorax reacts to this pressure. This is also a therapy. 
This is not uncomfortable. The less inflammation in the organs, the easier it can be carried 
out.. On this side for example, it's rough because the liver is poor. Now you will see pretty 
soon that it becomes uncomfortable for him. This is nothing. Stomach, yea a little bit '--here, 
that's the liver area. The liver area is reflected there and up at the very top the liver, stomach 
there, small intestine, bladder and genitals. If you go over this like this and you feel a 
resisting tension, now 'I'm in the gall bladder. Let's treat him a little bit more. 
 With this treatment, I'm not working alone with my hands, my body is doing the main 
work. And I go with my whole body upwards, and come back down with my whole body, very 
slowly. I can also lean to the left and lean to the right, and do it again. I can also do sort of a 
circle type of motion. We can't let him respire too long, too deeply, otherwise he will get 
hyperventilation. But if you look now, exactly the abdomen contour has changed it has 
already shrunk together and it's getting very warm here. This isn’t a complete treatment but 
he can probably feel himself that it is more comfortable where I am crabbing. Also this is a 
treatment, if with the ridge of my finger tonifies descending, and then with the radial on 
thumb, on the ascending. Now a few of the cat paw strokes. If I were to go a little bit further 
now, the abdomen would get a little bit smaller, and this supports the entire effect of the cure. 
We can measure with him the diaphram situation was almost correct. It's slightly a little bit 
lower now, because the abdomen gets smaller, the diaphram- descends. Something is not 
right in here. That usually has an interrelationship to the stomach, the abdomen. It's not 
much there. Yes, there we've got those individual deposits, everybody has got that. Then the 
ileus sacro joint is sensitive, than massage or even better chiropractic because it supports 
'the spectra. Many have problems in this 'area, so a very gentle touch. 
 There is somebody here we promised we would have to have a look at because of some 
problem. Someone had a problem we said we would look at further. The tonus here isn't bad 
it's already a little bit flat. For those age it's outstanding the tonus of the skin. We also have to 
take the age into consideration. He would have considered you to be younger than that. A 
little bit of yellowing, sybicterous, 2 to 3. The mouth a little bit on the sinautic side. Milky type 
coating on the tongue and all the tooth impressions are showing. The tongue is swollen. 
(Side 1 6) 
  Remember at what level the diaphram was, with your finger make a mark on the skin. 
That has to change, the diaphram status, the level has to change. Now check the epigastric 
angle. You do it this way, watch. Stretched out thumbs, then you slide up into the angle. 
Then hold your hands like that and estimate the degrees of the angle. And now have a look 
at that U, that U groove underneath. Push the shorts or panties a little bit lower, you must 
have physical contact with the pubic synthesis. And -that is where you put the right under 
edge, lay it on and in. Do a hand motion to try to get ahold of the entire lower convulsion of 
the small intestine on that side. I'm going to come around and see if you have done it 
correctly. I'll tell you when to breath in and when to exhale, breathe in and out. In and out. 
And in and out. Slowly. Now move the body left and right. In and out. Don't breath in, just put 
a little bit extra push into it, pushing with your body, not with your hands. Neither now breath 
nor many, just a little bit of motion with your right hand. Back and forth motion, vibratory 
motion with your hands, back and forth. You are doing it right, if all of a sudden you can hear 
(Side 16) that gurgling noise, but you can't hear that always. First work with only one hand, 
the body has to respond a little bit, and relax. Just lay back and forth a little vibratory motions 
of the hands. Now do a few tonifying motions, like he is doing. Cat paw strokes. The patient 
has to find it very comfortable. And now take the lower third of the thorax, and press one time 
on the left, side and one time on the right, and maybe then a little bit from up above to below. 
So it's in a seesaw motion.  
  Discussion about everyone trying to o the MAT. Now recheck the situation of the 
diaphram, you have to start at the top, well higher than it could be and percuss downwards. 
Have you made a change in the diaphram? Now check just the epigastric angle. That should 
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also be improved. Did you find a difference. Now again, test that tonus of the skin, if you 
don't see any difference there you need a lot of practice. Use both hands but not 
synchronized respiration. You keep doing your treatments, and you might say to the patient 
you're doing all right, or you're not. If they have problems, this is where they then tell you. So 
every patient should now tell you at this time what's burdening him, what's on his mind, or 
what has improved. Then you give him your advice on how to get rid of this complaint, any 
modifications, etc. Check the epigastric angle once more. This is now a question of whether 
the whole configuration of the abdomen looks different. 
 Now change, treator becomes treatee. The eyes, look for your ickterous status in the 
eyes, tongue, test for diaphram level, then to the U. The treatment has to be a comfortable 
movement, don't stiffen up your arms, it's more a movement of your body. Dr. R. does it 
mostly from the legs. Also when he is sitting, he has the legs involved as well. Don't push too 
hard, it has to be comfortable for the patient. And now start a little bit with the respiration, 
breath in and out. And in and out. And a vibratory motion, first descending at the outer edge, 
go in deeply and move it back and forth. Maybe it will happen that it will make a noise, but 
you have to actually palpate the descending, that is not so easy. Now go to the other side, 
with the thumb side, the radial side, this is with your right hand as well, using your thumb, the 
radial edge, does it gurgle? Is there liquid in there? And now take the lower portion of the 
thorasic cage and move it back and forth, left right, left, right, and then once from above to 
below in the motion he is showing here, without straining. Very gently, don't push. you are 
sort of grasping it with your hand.- and moving it back and forth, and from above with a 
rocking motion. It's almost a rocking motion when vote look at it. Don't press. If you do it too 
quick the patient could get vertigo. In in in and out out out. In and out. (The synchronized 
breathing). And you as the treater should be in rhythm with the patient. Breathe out all the 
bad, get that last residual of air out. And now you talk with the patient, problems, complaints, 
motivations, and modification. If the patient falls asleep on you that is a very good sign. You 
can also stroke in a circulatory motion with just one hand. Now your counseling and advice 
and examination as far as the verbal aspects. 
  The more it is possible to do, the better it is. Dr. Nelson took his patients to Carlsbad 
and took them to the hotel and treated the abdominal every morning and every evening. If 
that is not possible do it once a day, if that is also difficult to do, then do it every second day. 
I'm handing out in the German language a sheet that has some information and we'll talk 
about it, doing it on a stationary basis. This is how it looks in a spa like this like Dr. Nelson. I'll 
tell you the important issues. You could write in by hand above it. On the front cover the big 
black letters mean-The General Health Program, Inside, page 1, at 0700. This is a wakeup, 
this happens through music. All of the rooms have an intercom. At 0705-714 the BittersaItz is 
taken. Right after that from 0715-0745 is gymnastics, you know you should do some exercise 
after the bittersaltz. Those of you who don't want to do gymnastics can go swimming or some 
other substitute activity. Following that from 0745 to 1030 is the KNEIPP WATER THERAPY, 
dipping your feet into the water. Normally with the Kneipp approach you use alternating, hot 
and cold. -You saw this during the tour of the Lanserhof. I give foot baths, alternating hot and 
cold. Three minutes hot, seconds cold, and this is done three times, one after the other. Or 
maybe the alternating hot and cold baths for your arms. Or an alternating temperature sitting 
bath, where you sit in the bathtub. You could also do the walking through the water, and that 
is only cold water, which all of you on that tour to the Lanserhof did for yourself. 
Then at 08:00 hours, is the breakfast, or those- who are on a strong fast only receive tea. 
Where you see the word Vormittaes whick means before to either have some sort of 
applications, such as massage for or you go for a walk, or swimming, and so on. The next 
point at the very bottom of that page where you see the word TRINK CURE, this is a drinking 
cure. And this means that you should drink to 2 to 3 liters of 
water every day.. (Side 17) 
That which you yourselves are supposed to be doing at 12:30, and then following that there 
are two groups of people eating at 12:30 or 13:13 to 14:00, two groups, the reason for two 
groups is that we don't allow contact between those who are eating and those who are 
fasting. Those doing the mild elimination, they eat at 12:30, and the others receive their milk 
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and rolls at 13:15, VASENVRUHB. This is a vegetable soup, and that, the people on the fast 
get. And below that 13:15 and 04:00 is the word MACH that means after the noon meal. 
NACH, the word that is directly below the time identification, NACHMITAGS, following it are 
the words relaxation or rest, wandering, going for a walk, and - activities. 17:00 to 18:00 
hours, underwater gymnastics. 18:00 hours, as you do it here, but not all of them receive a 
roll. This is an extra provision for the course here. An extra privilege for the course. You see 
how tolerant he can be. Laughter. What is it they do eat there? Is it just tea? Tea, honey. at 
19:15 hours, every evening there is some sort of a program. Two times in the week at least 
the physicians hold a small seminar for the patients. At 21:00 hours is the general evening 
resting period. Everybody is supposed to go to bed at that time, and many are told to do a 
moist heat application. That is the hot water bottle. At 21:15 hours, through the radio 
intercom system you have the autosuggestion relaxation. The patient is lying in bed and gets 
this suggestive information from the radio. The autosuggestion on the radio program is 
automatically turned off after a while and automatically turned on again in the morning. On 
the back, these are some general guide lines. 
 1. Changes in the diet can only be done on consultation and advice of the Physician. 
2. For every not allowed foodstuff, we are warning you against this. For example coffee from 
coffee beans, alcohol, ice cream, fruit juices, expressly warning you. These can, even if you 
are feeling exceptionally well, can have catastrophic results. If you do not follow the advice of 
the Physician, the Physician removes his responsibility, he is no longer responsible. If you 
are not following this, if you don't follow the exact instructions, it gives the physician the 
privilege of stopping the treatment and to ask you to leave the cure facility. He kicks out 2 
patients or so every year. If he makes small error, then he is warned. If he does that same 
mistake again, he must leave the facility. And this works like magic. The word gets around 
and the next inducted group already gets the message, one of these kick-outs per year has a 
good effect on the whole year.  
They get a portion of the money back. -As a result of this releasing process for people who 
screw up, your cure house gets a very good reputation in the surrounding area. A strong 
ethical twist. You know the joke, that in fort of a diet place there are all these little 
confectionery stores. The guest come out and sneak food at these stands, but these kinds of 
joking things can't be done in my place. A very famous professor told him once, who had not 
yet been with him as a patient, just viewed the facilities, he would like to start up a 
combination restaurant and pastry shop right in front of the spa and that would be the coup of 
the century, but Dr. R. said the man would starve. If the patients are properly motivates, they 
really stick to the cure, and they even watch each other closely, but the fascination is so 
high-that they wouldn’t dare do anything. 
Smoking during the cure is especially unhealthy. Use this good opportunity to get yourself off 
the habit. Speak with the Dr. and he can support this removal of your habit with acupuncture 
for example, antinicotine drops, and lie gives very often, he is happy to give them calmus 
roots. What's calmus? Calmus, they are on the market, you can get it. In German it is 
Kalmus, but in English it's probably C. It's the root of a plant and it's sort of a biological 
chewing gum. You can chew it for a long time in your mouth. It has a little bit of a bitter taste 
to it. The smoker wants to do something with his mouth. Oral fixation. And if he can chew it 
makes him happy, doesn't taste good, it tastes bitter, but at least the smoker has something 
to do with his mouth. 
 
  4. It is not good to drive a car during the cure, because of the cure one can have a 
deficiency in concentration ability. It's better to go for a walk than to drive your car. These 
kinds of information sheets are always good because the information should not only be 
given verbally but also-in writing. A lady among you has come up with this sheet and I really 
like this, and it is a good idea so the patient has something in his hand that he can look at 
and get a grip on. Do you all know this  
No, I haven’t shown it to anybody, anybody can Xerox it. This is all out of the English 
language first book. It is nicely arranged. 
Now to the theme, Effect of the Abdominal Treatment. First of all, what is it that motivates the 
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intestional caristholsis and activity? Conversation.  
It's the pressure of filling up, the chemical stimulation. There are people who can-only go to 
the bathroom after they have had a puff of a cigarette in the morning, or a cup of coffee. 
Also, spices can stimulate this action. Motion, activity. And, last, psychological aspects. 
There are many people, who for example, before an examination, have to go to the toilet 
three times, summarizing; the pressure that builds, chemical stimulus, the motion of the 
diaphram, self movement and activity, and psychological stimulation. Now there is something 
that, immates these aspects, the manual abdominal treatment. Was he too quick on this? Did 
you all understand this? The question was what is it that activates and causes intestional 
caristholsis. One unit, the entire intestional tract. The next question is What does this manual 
abdominal treatment do? He wants to take this a little further is why he asked the question 
the second time. 
At the beginning of this work Dr. Nelson had a very interesting .experience. He had a patient, 
a VIP, she had given birth to ten children and the abdominal convering was completely torn. 
It was so torn up that when she laid on the bed, one could, in the contours, actually see the 
organs inside. The stomach hung into the minor pelvis, the small intestine and transverse 
colon were just completely laying down at the bottom, so a general torusis of everything. He 
started doing this manual abdominal treatment after five minutes he saw the stomach coming 
back to the normal position. The transverse colon was suspended like this, -so a transverse 
torus of the transverse colon, and the transverse kept raising itself as well, also the small 
intestine came a little bit higher. He then tried with his hands, to pull the transverse colon 
back down again. He pulled it down and it snapped right back tip. From this arises the 
question What is it that holds the intestine in place? He really hadn't changed the tissue itself. 
The tonus, is besides the connective aspects, what causes or conditions, or dictates where 
the intestines and abdominal organs will stay. So Dr. Nelson came to the meaning of the 
tonus aspect. The tonus is a strength that determines the entire positioning of the intestinal 
tract. Our normal medicine doesn't know anything about this. Why don't they know? Because 
most of our knowledge comes from the study of corpses, an(J corpses don't have any tonus 
anymore. The tonus is a criteria of living Entities. We cannot discover the secrets of life from 
corpses. When we carry out the abdominal treatment, we improve the tonus of the internal 
aspects. This is a very important point. We decongest the digestive glands. Especially the 
abdomen, the pancreases the liver, and many small glands in the intestines. We can prove 
this by a xxxxxxx the liver before and after an abdominal treatment and you will always see a 
reduction in size afterwards. The third point is the purification of blood and lymph. There is a 
circulation system in the body that is maybe unknown to you as well because it is not learned 
in normal medical learning centers. We know that circulatory system the operates 
intervasualy, through vasculation through blood and lymph but there is another extra 
vascular circulation system. You will undersand immediately what I mean. In every 24 hour 
periods the salivary glands -produce how much? One and one half liters, the stomach 
glands, how much do you think they produce? Two and a half to three liters. The liver? One 
and a half liter of. gall, pancreases one liter, and the intestinal glands, they produce the most, 
3 liters a day. This is physiologically proven, and it's by all of us like that . That is about ten 
liters every day in the intentional tract. The question is, what happens with all of this, where 
does it go? A very small portion is eliminated with the stool, maybe one per-cent and the rest 
goes back into the blood. (Some missing end of 17) (Side 18) But if this inflammation 
continues for not just for weeks but for months or years, the next consequence is damage of 
the liver. It's very important that we learn how to establish if there are inflammations in the 
intestine. Always when I push with my finger, deeply in, and it's painful, then we know that 
here the detoxification process is deficient. It's an auto-intestinal intoxication. An intestinal 
auto-intoxication weakens the fundamental health of the person. 
1.   First the liver is affected, and once the liver can no longer properly 
detox, the next station of detoxication is affected and then the kidney. You will always see 
when the small intestine is inflamed and this had existed for a longer period of time, always 
the liver is damaged. If you check the kidneys, 'and they, are also very sensitive, then the 
damage has existed for a long time-because the kidneys have had to step in the process. 
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There are also further stations of detoxification, what do you think when the –kidney, liver 
and all of those are involved, what's next? 
2.  
2. Very good the skin. You get things like chronic eczemal odor to the body perspiration. 

With practice, over time, you will notice how many people have mal odorous aromas 
coming from their bodies. This mal odorous body aroma is an indication for a cure. 
This tells you that the body is so toxed up that these bad odors are coming out from 
the skin, it has reached that point. 
 
3. There is another detoxification station along the way here, the bronchia; you 
get bad breath odor and a tendency towards bronchitis, and then the sinuses. It is 
often very interesting to note that when you are treating someone sick in the 
intestines, their sinusitis can completely disappear, and the eczemas can completely 
disappear, and the bad odors disappear. First of course, they can get even stronger, 
but after they reduce.. The kidneys then start to work and so on. You understand how 
backwards it would be if you try to treat the sick skin with ointments and salves 
externally, only .-externally, or to try to work on poorly functioning kidneys with 
diaretics, this is a backward approach. The wrong approach. When we manually treat 
the abdomen, we have improve this entire abdominal situation, we decongest the 
inflamed -areas, and improve the detoxification ability of the mucas membranes. So 
that is point three. 
 
4.  Now point four, and that is concerning the improvement of the respiratory 
process. I've already explained to you that when your intestine is inflamed, your 
diaphram is usually in a higher position as a protective measure, to make more room 
for the inflammation. You can imagine the diaphram that is always going uphill, 
downhill, twenty four thousand times a day. If it's always pushing onto your inflammed 
area, the body wants to try to prevent this so the diaphram is shoved even higher, this  
happens reflexly, and then the diaphram can only make the very tiny movements. 
The good respitory action of the abdomen stops, and we have to do more auxiliary 
respiration with the thorax. Stated briefly, through inflammation the respiration gets 
worse. Now if we treat the abdomen well, we help with a reversal and improve the 
respiration. It can objectify this. Namely, the diaphram drop-s-through the abdominal 
treatment, and the thorax, which was expanded, becomes soft and starts to come 
closer together. That was point four. The improvement of the respiration. There are 
still two points and then we will take a break. 
 

1. Improvement of circulation. First we want to answer an important question. What is it that 
the blood, coming from the intestine, pushes through the liver through the portal vein? 
There is no heart there it's venus blood. Why does this blood go from the intestine to the 
liver? What is the motive that drives it?  
There is a nervous system, called the intrinsic nervous system that somehow stimulates 
the small intestine. The motion of the diaphram, the pressure, push and suction, and this 
moves less the blood, but especially the lymph. The lymph also doesn't have a pumping 
part. The only motors for the lymph system are the changes in pressure from the, thorax. 
It is these changes in pressure in the thorax and the peristalphic action. The peristalphic 
action is a pushing arid then a pulling away. A pressure, vacuum effect. This effect 
pumps the blood from the intestine to the liver. For this reason, this peristalphic action 
has an unbelievable meaning significance for this. To the liver and the lymph for the 
blood supply. When we do abdominal treatment, we pump lymph and blood further. That 
is point Five. Improvement of circulation to the abdominal area. And now for the last one. 
 
6. It's also an instrument for psychological guidance. Here we can check if the patient is 
doing the cure properly, we can hear what kinds of problems he may be having, we can 
help him. We can find out if he is drinking enough, if the intestine is properly eliminating. 
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We can eliminate the problems, worries, and give a little bit of extra attention. Mr. Frankl 
said "The affection situation of the person, determines his immune status"., So during 
this manual abdominal treatment we can effectively look after this effective aspect 
because we are going into a direct contact with the patient, the manual aspect of it. We 
can operate on a very deep level, and through this direct- contact we can actually put 
our ideas into the patient. A very important help that this provides and you will 
experience this for yourself. You can hardly make your manual abdominal treatment for 
2 or 3 minutes before the patient begins to talk to you and he dumps his problems on 
you. Almost a verbal diarrhea starts, this is good, this is also detoxification. This is a very 
important psychological guiding experience that you have. 
 Let- me reiterate the six points only to remind you what this manual abdominal 
treatment does. First of all, improvement of tonus;. second, decongests the glands-, 
unblocks liver pancreases and stimulates activity; third, purification of blood and lymph. I 
explained to you about this 10 liters of fluid, working extra vasually in the body, and we 
stimulate the detoxification of these fluids in the body. Next point, fourth, is the 
improvement of respiration, and then the improvement of the circulation in the abdomen 
and blood. Next point, fifth, is the psychological guidance instrument. 
 
Now a last question. What is tiredness after eating? You know perhaps the student's 
expression, the full stomach does not make a good student'. All the blood is heading 
towards the abdomen, and also these ten liters circulating, it all stays in the abdominal 
area, it pulls blood and lymph to itself in order to digest what has just came into it, so 
there is less in the head, and this is the reason why after eating one should not rest, one 
should make activity. The blood then comes into more total circulation and you can think 
better and work better. We have earned ourselves a break through Dr. Nelson. 
When a patient comes to you for a consultation, the physician who works firmly 
according to the principles of Natural, does not start with an anamnesis or history, but 
rather says to the patient, please disrobe. He looks at the patient first in a standing 
Position, and there are a number of a factors regarding the standing -position. These are 
not as critically important and we won't really even discuss them in this course so we can 
concentrate on the more important aspects. Then you do the humoral diagnostic aspect, 
then the examination in the prone position, and the measurements in the prone position, 
laying position. The most important of these measurement, he will show you. Let's start 
with the humoral diagonstics of the tissue in order to understand this better, one first of 
all has to know something about the various stages or states of intoxication. From 
Reekeweek we got the expression sickness is the defense reaction to toxins. What 
happens when a toxin works into a cell? Let's assume that is the normal situation. When 
a toxin comes in, shown by this red lightening bolt type material, when a toxin has an 
effect on a normal situation, the normal situation turns into an excitative state. If the 
toxins work effect longer or more, then from an excitative state we come to a paralysis 
state. If these toxins are taken in even longer or are especially very strong, then you 
come to the atrophy or degeneration stage. If these toxins work even longer it comes to 
death. For example, a man drinking alcohol after a while comes to the excitative state. 
How does this show itself externally? Discussion. It becomes very excited, speaks 
loudly, starts singing, crying out loudly, or fighting. He is in a state of excitation. He 
drinks even more, all of a sudden he gets tired, falls, asleep. You have heard about 
drunks freezing -to death because they were so tired they just laid down some place. 
This is the paralysis, or paresis state. If he doesn't do this just once, but very often, he 
comes into a degenerate state. The liver degenerates, the kidneys, and other organs, 
and if he does this over and over again, he eventually expires. 
 
Another situation, narcosis. The patient at first gets a little bit of a narcotic, at first he 
gets a little bit excited, so he is in this exudative stage, gets more of the narcotic agent, 
he comes to the parisis stage. If he gets even more of the narcotic agent, he gets -into 
the degenerative stage, the liver degenerates and so on. If he gets even more, he dies. 
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How does the cell appear that has lots of toxins working onto it. There is an average cell 
in the body. It comes into this eclitation stage and it shrinks together, comes to the 
paralysis stage, it falls apart in its shape, if the toxins act on it even longer-, it comes to a 
degeneration stage. And if the toxins work on the cell even more than the dies. You can 
also see this the pupil of the person. For example the anesthesiologist- has to watch 
very closely how the pupils look. Here is the diameter of the normal pupil, coming to the 
excitation stage, the pupil goes very small, as the toxins work even more it comes to a 
paralysis stage and you have dilation. From this an anesthesiologist can see the 
situation. Let's look at a complete organ, such as the intestine. How will this look when it 
comes to the excitation stage? It will be smaller, and the diameter is smaller, this 
corresponds to a spasm. When it comes to the paralysis stage, then comes this 
relaxation. The hose is being expanded, coming into an expanded or degenerated stage, 
it loses its form, it becomes unformed. So that is the normal situation, we call it normal 
tone. This is hypertonice, relaxed it is hypotonic. Really stretched out is atonic (near 
death). Always the same series, normal, hyper, hypo, and you notice the blue line. This 
is the biological divider according the Recowick. The biological schema, you have the 
possibility for reversibility. To reverse it. Everything in the excitation state can be brought 
back to the normal state, everything, in the- paralysis state, when it builds itself back, 
comes into the excitation stage and then eventually into the normal stage. Once 
something has reached the right side of this biological schema, this is almost no longer 
reversible, or not reversible. A heavy degeneration cannot be brought back again. 
 
  
How would an intestine look that is hypertonic? Small, spastic. The inflammation also 
gives you this picture of excitation, the abdomen gets hard and sensitive to pressure. 
How would the intestine look when it is looser? Expanded and prolapsed, sinking. When 
you can hear the sIoshing noise in the intestine area, what kind of situation do we have? 
Spastic or hypo? It is hypo. It can only make this gurgling noise if it has room to bubble 
about. When it's spastic you can hardly move the tissue, when it's loose, flacid, you can 
move it around a lot. Once it becomes atonic, then usually it's hanging very deeply down 
and very far apart, and this will be tough to bring back to a normal situation because it's 
already on the right hand side of the biological schema. It's fortunate that everything is 
not always in one situation. Let's take the intestine that is very atonice. There are 
undoubtedly some areas of it that are not as damaged. A little bit or reversibility is 
always possible. How would a face look in the normal state? How would the skin be. It 
would have a very good tonus. I'm reminding you of your pictures on page 33 of your 
textbook. The upper one is the normal there is good strength in the skin, and good tone. 
You don't see any folds, any wrinkles. You wouldn't see any double chin, not even folds 
or wrinkles where you laugh. It's an ideal situation. I'd like to show you this. 
Schematically one can show this good situation through the strength of the skin. 
 How would the mouth look in a normal situation? 
 
The muscles running around the mouth ventricle orifice, how the mouth is shaped when 
it has a good tone to it, elastic and small. How would the eyes look? There is also a ring 
muscle around the eye. -Too wide would be for example, Bay's Dowry. Too wide is when 
you see the third white; right, left and below the eye you see the white. Now to the 
excitation phase. 
 
The muscles are spastic and tense. You see this in acute infectious disorders. How 
would he look? Everything would be pulled together everything is pointed and the 
nothing but vital people, like me. Where there is much vitality, they will react very well. 
You will have much happiness in your work.  
Can you get a rebound effect that makes them worse with the Natural cure? If one for 
much too long a period does this perfective diet, then there could be a worsening of the 
condition. This protection should only be done for a certain period of time. If someone 
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breaks a leg, they put it in a cast for six weeks, if they left it six months in the cast then 
the leg would be completely atrophied, and will slip into the very deep stages of atrophy. 
The principle is the alteration between the protection and the exercise, the training. 
 
There are some very difficult patients, they have a complaint that you just can't get rid of 
in 6 weeks on the cure, so then I tell them you are on a four year plan, and every year 
they come again for one or two cures. With mild elimination diet you can go for a longer 
period than six weeks, up to three months even. Then you will be making a cure. Then 
he will react entirely different to every other biological matters. Many of you use for 
example, Vega-test. You will be surprised that during the cure testing is virtually 
impossible. Everyday you get different readings, the circumstances every hour change. 
Once the cure is over then you will be surprised with how little remedies you can help 
the patient much further. This is attributable to the poor quality of the Vega machinery 
than patient difficulty. 
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